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Abstract
Automatic Kinship Verification in Unconstrained Faces using Deep Learning
by
Naman Kohli

Kinship verification has a number of applications such as organizing large collections of
images and recognizing resemblances among humans. Identifying kinship relations has also
garnered interest due to several potential applications in security and surveillance and organizing and tagging the enormous number of videos being uploaded on the Internet. This
dissertation has a five-fold contribution where first, a study is conducted to gain insight
into the kinship verification process used by humans. Besides this, two separate deep learning based methods are proposed to solve kinship verification in images and videos. Other
contributions of this research include interlinking face verification with kinship verification
and creation of two kinship databases to facilitate research in this field. WVU Kinship
Database is created which consists of multiple images per subject to facilitate kinship verification research. Next, kinship video (KIVI) database of more than 500 individuals with
variations due to illumination, pose, occlusion, ethnicity, and expression is collected for this
research. It comprises a total of 355 true kin video pairs with over 250,000 still frames.
In this dissertation, a human study is conducted to understand the capabilities of human mind and to identify the discriminatory areas of a face that facilitate kinship-cues.
The visual stimuli presented to the participants determines their ability to recognize kin
relationship using the whole face as well as specific facial regions. The effect of participant
gender, age, and kin-relation pair of the stimulus is analyzed using quantitative measures
such as accuracy, discriminability index d′ , and perceptual information entropy. Next, utilizing the information obtained from the human study, a hierarchical Kinship Verification
via Representation Learning (KVRL) framework is utilized to learn the representation of
different face regions in an unsupervised manner. We propose a novel approach for feature
representation termed as filtered contractive deep belief networks ( fcDBN). The proposed
feature representation encodes relational information present in images using filters and
contractive regularization penalty. A compact representation of facial images of kin is extracted as the output from the learned model and a multi-layer neural network is utilized
to verify the kin accurately. The results show that the proposed deep learning framework
(KVRL-fcDBN) yields state-of-the-art kinship verification accuracy on the WVU Kinship
database and on four existing benchmark datasets.
Additionally, we propose a new deep learning framework for kinship verification in
unconstrained videos using a novel Supervised Mixed Norm regularization Autoencoder
(SMNAE). This new autoencoder formulation introduces class-specific sparsity in the weight

matrix. The proposed three-stage SMNAE based kinship verification framework utilizes
the learned spatio-temporal representation in the video frames for verifying kinship in a
pair of videos. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is demonstrated on the KIVI
database and six existing kinship databases. On the KIVI database, SMNAE yields videobased kinship verification accuracy of 83.18% which is at least 3.2% better than existing
algorithms. The algorithm is also evaluated on six publicly available kinship databases and
compared with best reported results. It is observed that the proposed SMNAE consistently
yields best results on all the databases.
Finally, we end by discussing the connections between face verification and kinship verification research. We explore the area of self-kinship which is age-invariant face recognition.
Further, kinship information is used as a soft biometric modality to boost the performance
of face verification via product of likelihood ratio and support vector machine based approaches. Using the proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework, an improvement of over 20% is
observed in the performance of face verification. By addressing several problems of limited
samples per kinship dataset, introducing real-world variations in unconstrained databases
and designing two deep learning frameworks, this dissertation improves the understanding
of kinship verification across humans and the performance of automated systems. The algorithms proposed in this research have been shown to outperform existing algorithms across
six different kinship databases and has till date the best reported results in this field.
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Chapter

Introduction
Kinship refers to sharing of selected genetic characteristics and features between family members. Some examples of kin relations are shown in Figure 1.1. Kinship
verification is the task of judging if two individuals are kin or not. The traditional
way to determine kinship in humans uses DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) testing which
reveals the similarity of genetic material between two individuals. The result of this
technique is highly accurate and is also utilized for locating genetic relatives and
gathering family genealogical details. However, this reliable process is intrusive and
currently may require several hours for processing. Thus, techniques utilizing DNA
for kinship verification cannot be used in situations which require real-time processing
or applications where we have non-cooperative users.
Faces are valuable visual stimuli and it has been observed that humans have
excellent face processing and cognition skills [4]. Faces can convey ethnicity, gender,

Brother-Brother

Father-Daughter

Sister-Sister

Brother-Sister

Father-Son

Mother-Daughter

Mother-Son

Figure 1.1: Common examples of lineal kin relationships.

1

1

Naman Kohli

2

Anthropology
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Figure 1.2: Diverse research areas where kinship has been explored.
age, and emotions of an individual. In the real world, kinship can often be estimated
by measuring the similarity between facial regions between kin. Thus, it is intuitive
to hypothesize if faces can be utilized to automatically determine kinship. In this
research, kinship refers to at most one generation direct blood descendants. It has
been demonstrated that these descendants share similarities in face structure as well.
These similarities have been called familial traits by Hogben [5].
Kinship and its characteristics have been widely studied in diverse scientific disciplines such as anthropology, psychology, neuroscience, and computer vision (as
displayed in Figure 1.2). The study of kinship is valuable from various perspectives.
Kinship was the central idea of anthropology research for over a century [6]. The
research on kinship systems and their anthropological aspect was pioneered by Morgan [7] and has gathered significant attention over the years. Looking at kinship
from a social perspective, organisms tend to form groups based on kinship relations.
There have been several studies that aim to unravel the process of kinship recognition
among organisms. This ability is observed across all primates in terms of living in
groups, forming bonds with offspring, and recognition of kin [8].
In the domain of psychology, the hypothesis that similarity among human faces
can be a cue for kinship was first formulated by Daly and Wilson [9]. Since then, facial
similarity/resemblance has been utilized to determine kinship in various research experiments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In these experiments, participants were presented with
the face images and were asked to judge if a kin relationship existed. Maloney and
Martello [15] examined the relation between similarity and kinship detection among
siblings and concluded that observers look for similarity in judging kinship among
children. Martello and Maloney [16] concluded that the upper portion of the face has
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Kin or
Non-Kin
Figure 1.3: Illustrating the problem of kinship verification in facial images.
more discriminating power as compared to the lower half in kinship recognition. In a
different study, to determine the effect of lateralization on allocentric kin recognition,
they concluded that the right half portion of the face is equal to the left half portion
of the face [17]. Kaminsky et al. [18] demonstrated that humans can identify kin generations apart with varying success ratio. They also deduced that children resemble
their mothers more as compared to their fathers, a result which is also presented in
[19] and [20].
Various neurological studies have been conducted to examine the reasons behind
the ability of humans to detect genetic relatedness. Lieberman et al. [21] proposed the
existence of Kinship Model Index (KIi ) which allows humans to detect kin. Kaminsky et al. [22] established that later-born children are better at kin recognition as
compared to first-born which further substantiated the effect of MPA given by [21].
Platek and Kemp [23] performed a fMRI study to investigate the differences among
humans between viewing kin-images as compared to other classes of the face. Their
findings suggest that the pre-existing facial network learned by humans from their
birth is used to discriminate between kin and non-kin with the presence of an established neuro-cognitive system.
In the field of computer vision, kinship verification research started in 2011 and
has gathered enthusiasm from both computer vision and machine learning communities. The focus of the research in this field has been on automatically identifying
kinship characteristics from images and more recently, videos. In this dissertation,
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the problem of automatic kinship verification is defined as determining if the individuals in the given pair of media are kin or not. This research area is particularly
challenging due to the large intra-class variations among different kin pairs and different kin relations. Figure 1.3 showcases the problem of kinship verification where
given a pair of images/videos, the objective is to classify it as kin or non-kin. A
detailed literature review of the algorithms proposed for dealing with this challenging
problem is conducted in Chapter 2.

1.1

Motivation

Automatic kinship verification using facial images has several applications such as
locating relatives in public databases, determining the kin of a victim or suspect by
law enforcement agencies, screening asylum applications where kinship relationships
are to be determined, organizing and resolving identities in photo albums. There
are several security aspects of kinship verification where kin of people identified as a
security threat can be identified by using an automatic kinship verification framework.
Automatically determining kinship information can also be used to boost automatic
face recognition capabilities by utilizing the kinship characteristics as soft biometrics.
On the other hand, automatic kinship verification in videos is a relatively unexplored research area and can be highly valuable in diverse settings such as security, surveillance, and immigration control. For instance, during the investigation of
surveillance footage in the Boston Marathon bombing, two male suspects were determined as the bombers. Later, it was established that the two males were brothers
which led to their identification. An automatic kinship verification system that determines kin in a video could have expedited this investigation. Another application
of kinship verification using videos is for border control where surveillance videos
can be applied to validate the relationship between an adult and the child, thereby
preventing illegal child trafficking.
Additionally, video-based kinship verification can validate or disprove kinship
claims of refugees and asylum seekers. Currently, as part of its reunification program,
the U.S. State Department conducts DNA testing to allow people who have relatives
in the U.S. to enter as refugees [24]. Rapid-DNA is being used for this purpose; however, an automatic kinship verification algorithm can produce cost-effective results
in real-time. In these instances, automatic kinship verification can be beneficial in
screening possible fraudulent cases in a non-intrusive manner.
Kinship information can also be used for managing multimedia on social media
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websites such as Facebook and Youtube. According to Wagner [25], in 2016, 500
million people watched Facebook videos every day. In many cases, family members
have different Youtube channels where they upload daily videos. Kinship information
can be applied for automatically tagging such videos and identifying the kin present
in them. Kinship context in videos can also be used for automatic indexing and
organization of videos, making them easily searchable.

1.2

Relationship with Face Verification

The problem of kinship verification shares commonalities with face verification. As
can be seen from Figure 1.4, the stages of both the frameworks involve similar steps.
Both the problems involve binary classification and require an input of two face pair
media. A face detection and normalization module are typically involved to detect
the face in the images which are used by the feature extraction module. A classifier
at the end is used to classify if a face pair is the same subject in the case of face
verification, or if it is a kin/non-kin in the case of kinship verification.
Both the problems rely on the presence of similarities in facial regions between
the positive pairs. This is easily evident in the problem of face verification where
the person in the positive pair is same. It is also observed that kin pairs exhibit
similarities in facial regions such as similar jawline or similar eye shape. However,
as is evident from Figure 1.4, the positive pairs in the problem of face recognition
belong to the same individual. In the scenario of kinship verification, the positive
pairs belong to two different individuals that are kin. Thus, there is an implicit
challenge in the problem of kinship verification where the individuals present in the
face images can have a lot of variations.
Kinship verification can also be considered as a superset of face verification. Face
images belonging to the same individual but separated by age-gap would also be
considered as kin by an ideal kinship verification algorithm. The problem of ageinvariant face verification is called the problem of self-kinship and has been given
attention. Additionally, kinship verification framework can also be used in a face
verification system by using it as a soft biometric. Corresponding kin of the gallery
image can be matched with the probe image to retrieve a kinship verification score,
which should be high if the probe image and the gallery image belong to the same
individual. The above two scenarios are studied in Chapter 6.

Face Detection
Module

Face Detection
Module

Feature
Extraction

Stages of Kinship Verification system

Feature
Extraction

Stages of Face Verification system

Classifier

Classifier

Kin or
Non Kin

Same or
Different
Subject
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Figure 1.4: Similarities in stages involved in kinship verification and face verification.
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Figure 1.5: Images captured in real-world unconstrained environment.

1.3

Characteristics and Covariates of Kinship
Verification

Kinship verification is a challenging research problem due to the lack of standardized
experimental protocol in classifying kin in the published literature. At the same
time, a small number of images in publicly available datasets lead to difficulties in
training deep learning based kinship verification models. Covariates can also affect
the performance of any machine learning algorithm and it is important to identify and
deal with them. For instance, covariates for face recognition such as unconstrained
pose, illumination, and expression can lead to a large increase in intra-class variation
and decrease the inter-class separation between different subjects. In this section, we
identify four different covariates of kinship verification which makes the problem more
challenging.
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Figure 1.6: Kin pairs captured in unconstrained environment.

1.3.1 Images in the Wild
As can be seen from Figure 1.5, real-world applications do not have any constraints
with respect to the acquisition of the image. The type of face images depends a lot
on the acquisition location and user co-operation. In locations such as border control,
visa stations can ensure that the acquisition environment of the images is within the
measures required for the obligatory applications. However, locations like airports
and railways, cannot ensure that the subject image is always captured in the frontal
pose with limited illumination and expression variations. Similarly, images acquired
of uncooperative users can be difficult to identify as there are no constraints. For law
enforcement applications and surveillance applications, images can be acquired in a
non-ideal environment with faces captured at long distances, at lower resolution or
occluded in certain facial regions.
Face images acquired in controlled conditions are considerably easier to verify as
compared to those in uncontrolled conditions. The ongoing Face Recognition Vendor
Test by NIST [26] has evaluated many face verification algorithms on controlled visa
database and uncontrolled selfie and child exploitation image databases. The current
results showcase that systems have higher failure to enroll rate as well as higher
non-match rate in uncontrolled databases as compared to controlled databases.
An automated kinship verification algorithm should be able to deal with images
that have such wild variations of pose, illumination, and expression. Figure 1.6 showcases a kin pair where both the subjects have a lot of variation with respect to pose,
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(c)

Figure 1.7: Kin pairs can have considerable age gap (a) image of younger child, (b)
image of parent at similar age as child, (c) image of parent at older age.
illumination and occlusion in terms of presence of glasses and beard. Majority of
the algorithms initially proposed for this application considered only controlled face
images, acquired in ideal conditions. Therefore, it is important to utilize kinship
databases that have such wild variations.
While traditional algorithms have faced difficulty in scaling with such variations,
many deep learning algorithms have been proposed in the field of face recognition
that deal with such covariates [27, 28, 29]. Similarly, newer techniques based on deep
learning have been proposed in the area of kinship verification that focuses on learning
representations invariant to such variations [30, 31].
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1.3.2 Age Gap between Kin Pairs
There can be a considerable age gap between the kin pairs, particularly when verifying
individuals from different generations. Figure 1.7 showcases kin images with limited
age variation between parent-child[(a)-(b)] and high age variation between parentchild [(a)-(c)]. Parent images utilized in kinship databases are considerably older
than their corresponding child images. This can lead to significant textural differences
between the two faces, particularly due to aging.
In the literature, it has been shown that faces of parents when they were at
the same age as their child share more similarities [32]. Several papers have been
proposed which utilize the distribution of young parents to minimize the differences
between older parents and younger child. An automatic kinship verification algorithm
should be robust against such aging variations and needs to account for such naturally
existing contrasts.

1.3.3 Gender Differences
Another covariate of kinship verification is gender as there can be considerable gender
differences between the kin pair. This covariate is not present in face verification and
thus makes the problem of kinship verification more challenging. As shown in Figure
1.8, mother-son, father-daughter, and brother-sister have different gender variations.
These variations increase the intra-class distance between the samples of the positive
class.

1.3.4 Hierarchy in Kinship Verification
In this dissertation, kinship has been considered only at a single level, i.e. mother,
father and their children. However, facial similarities can also exist if we consider the
height of the family tree (such as grandchild-grandfather) or breadth of the family tree
(such as cousins and nieces). The problem becomes more difficult as we go away from
direct descendants. Thus, the hierarchy of the family tree that we are considering is
an important covariate that can determine the performance of the automated kinship
verification algorithm.

11

Mother-Son

Father-Daughter

Brother-Sister
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Figure 1.8: Kin pairs can have considerable gender variations due to different kin
relationships.
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Contributions and Dissertation Structure

In this dissertation, we first systematically understand the kinship cues utilized by
humans during the task of kinship verification in Chapter 2. Responses are recorded
from over 450 individuals and detailed analysis is done to understand the mechanism
behind kinship verification. It is observed that females might be better than males in
the task of kinship verification. It is also observed that results for kinship verification
differ based on the presence of a female in the stimulus shown. The effect of local
and global face features is also analyzed and the binocular region is shown to have
less significance in kinship verification, unlike face verification.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a novel Kinship Verification via Representation Learning (KVRL) framework, that utilizes filtered contractive Deep Belief Networks to
verify kin across facial images. One of the major challenges of kinship verification
is limited labeled datasets. Therefore to deal with this issue, we first learn a compact representation of a face in an unsupervised manner utilizing over 600,000 images.
Then, a multi-layer neural network is trained using the reduced representations for
supervised classification of kin and non-kin.
Kinship verification across videos is explored in Chapter 4. A novel supervised
mixed norm autoencoder is proposed to learn kinship-specific representation in unconstrained videos. A pairwise constraint is enforced for better discrimination between
kin and non-kin class representation. Spatio-temporal information present in video
frames is utilized by creating vidlets and changes with respect to a pivot frame are
learned for the final classification. To facilitate research in this area, a large video
database termed as KIVI database is created and released to the public for research
purposes. It is observed that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing imagebased and video-based kinship verification algorithms.
Finally, in Chapter 5, the connection between kinship verification and face verification is explored in two case studies. In the first study, we observe that kinship
verification is a superset of face verification and analyze the problem of self-kinship.
An ideal kinship verification algorithm will give perfect kinship verification accuracy
if the input pair of face images belong to the same individual. Thus, the problem of
self-kinship is similar to face verification across aging and experiments are conducted
to see the performance of KVRL framework in this area. In the second study, we
analyze how kinship scores can be utilized as a soft biometric for improving the performance of face verification. An experiment is designed where KVRL framework is used
as a context boosting algorithm for improving existing face verification procedures.

Chapter

Literature and Databases
The research in automatic kinship verification started in 2010 and has come a long
way since then. Progress has been made in developing databases of larger size and
introducing novel deep learning architectures for better kinship verification performance. The next section will discuss the different research papers in this field and
the following will showcase the databases typically utilized for this research.

2.1

Image-Based Kinship Verification Research

The research in image-based kinship verification can be divided into two groups: utilizing handcrafted features and utilizing deep learning based features for classification.
Table 2.1 and 2.2 showcase the research progression in the area of image-based kinship
verification. The research in kinship verification utilizing facial images was introduced
in 2010 by Fang et al. [1]. They collected the first kin face pair dataset, Cornell KinFace database. They also proposed an algorithm for facial feature extraction and
feature selection for verifying kin pairs. A pictorial structure model with spring-like
connections was utilized along with color features, the length between facial parts, and
gradient histogram for verifying kin. They demonstrated a kinship verification performance of 70.67% on the Cornell KinFace database. Since then, several algorithms
have been proposed for detecting kin utilizing different machine learning techniques.

2.1.1

Non-Deep Learning Research

Xia et al. [32] introduced a new publicly available UB KinFace database which consists of 200 groups, each consisting of one image of child and parents when they
were young and old. An experimental protocol where the negative kin pairs were
13
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randomly created was discussed. They proposed a transfer subspace method for kinship verification where the images of parents when they were young were utilized as
an intermediate distribution towards which the images of old parents and images of
young children can be bridged. They showed kinship verification accuracy of 60%
on the UB KinFace Database. In another paper, Shao et al. [33] used Gabor filters alongside metric learning and transfer subspace learning on the same database.
They minimized the distance between true kin pairs while ensuring that the distance
between non-kin is greater than a threshold. They reported an accuracy of 69.67%
for kinship verification. Xia et al. [34] also employed the above algorithm alongside
understanding semantic relevance in the associated metadata to identify kin pairs in
images.
Table 2.1: Non deep-learning image-based kinship verification algorithms and
databases used in their corresponding research published in the literature. The
databases in order are A: Cornell Kin, B: UB KinFace, C: KinFaceW-I and KinFaceWII and D: Other databases
Authors

Kinship Algorithm

A

B

C

D

Fang et al. [1]

Gabor-based gradient orientation
pyramid

3

Siyu et al. [32]

Transfer learning

Zhou et al. [35]

Spatial pyramid based learning

Shao et al. [33]

Gabor filters with metric
learning

Zhou et al. [36]

Gabor-based gradient orientation
pyramid

Xia et al. [34]

Transfer subspace learning based
algorithm

3

3

Kohli et al. [37]

Self-similarity representation of
Weber faces

3

3

Fang et al. [2]

Reconstruction using parts from
a set of families

Lu et al. [38]

Multi-view NRML

3

Hu et al. [39]

Large margin multi metric
learning

3

3
3
3
3

3
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Yan et al. [40]

Discriminative multimetric
learning

Guo et al. [41]

Graph-based approach

Yan et al. [42]

Prototype discriminative feature
learning

Liu et al. [43]

Inheritable Fisher vector feature
based kinship

3

Alirezazadeh et al.
[44]

Genetic algorithm for feature
selection

3

Wu et al. [45]

Utilized color-texture features

3

3

Yan [46]

Neighborhood repulsed
correlation metric learning

3

3

Lopez et al. [47]

Chromaticity and color features

3

Xu and Shang [48]

Used structured similarity fusion

3

Puthenputhussery et
al. [49]

SIFT flow based genetic Fisher
vector feature

3

Qin et al. [50]

Relative symmetric bilinear
model and spatially voted
feature selection method

3

Zhou et al. [51]

Ensemble similarity learning

3

Liu et al. [52]

Status-aware projection learning

3

Mahpod et al. [53]

Multi-view hybrid distance
learning

3

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Metric learning approaches involve learning a distance function for a task. Lu et al.
[38] proposed a multi-view neighborhood repulsed metric learning approach, where a
metric was learned such that kin pairs are closer to each other as compared to non-kin
pairs. They also introduced two new databases, KinFaceW-I, and KinFaceW-II for
promoting research in automatic kinship verification and developed fixed protocols
for these databases. Each pair of images in KinFaceW-I is acquired from a different
photo while for KinFaceW-II, is acquired from the same photo.
Yan et al. [40] jointly learned multiple distance metrics on different features
extracted from a pair of images. The correlation of different features belonging to the
same sample is maximized alongside the probability of kin images belonging together.
They showed the performance of their database on four different kinship verification
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databases.
Yan et al. [42] also proposed a prototype discriminative feature learning algorithm,
where mid-level features representing decision values from SVM hyperplane are utilized and a metric is learned that minimizes the distances between kin and maximizes
neighboring non-kin samples. Experimental results showcase that learning mid-level
features achieves better verification performance as compared to the original low-level
features. A new ensemble similarity learning metric was proposed by Zhou et al. [51]
where a sparse bilinear similarity function was utilized to model the relative characteristics encoded in kin images. An ensemble of similarity models was employed
to achieve strong generalization ability by learning an ensemble of similarity models
from the single feature space and enforcing the diversity on the fused measure space
to enhance the robustness of the similarity model to the large intra-class variance of
real-world kin data.
Xu and Shang [48] extracted multiple feature descriptor of the input pair of images and learned a sparse bilinear similarity model for kinship verification. They
utilized sparsity-inducing norms to ensure that the similarity score of kin is consistently higher than that of non-kin. Interactions and correlations between multiview
data were leveraged by using l2 norm on each view and l1 norm between views to obtain the fused and higher-level information. Liu et al. [52] learned two status-specific
projections for parent and child respectively ensuring that there is a common component that connects the two projections. These projections were linear in nature and
then the objective changes to making the positive kin pair vectors parallel as compared to negative ones. They showed an improved performance on the KinFaceW-I
and KinFaceW-II database.
Mahpod et al. [53] introduced a multi-view hybrid distance learning framework for
learning a margin maximizing the multi-view image representations. Different feature
descriptors were extracted from a single image to create this multi-view representation.
Dual discriminative representations were learned for the parents and the children
using a margin maximization learning scheme. They utilized Stochastic Gradient
Descent in their formulation and showed improved results on three databases: Cornell
KinFace, KinFaceW-I, and KinFaceW-II.
Several feature descriptors have been proposed for the problem of kinship verification. Zhou et al. [35] presented a new Spatial Pyramid Learning based feature
descriptor (SPLE) for the purpose of kinship verification. They utilized normalized
absolute histogram distance and reported a performance accuracy of 67.75% for kinship verification on their in-house database. Kohli et al. [37] applied Weber faces
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Table 2.2: Deep learning image-based kinship verification algorithms and databases
used in their corresponding research published in the literature. The databases in
order are A:Cornell Kin, B: UB KinFace, C: KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II and D:
Other databases.
Authors
Dehghan et al. [57]
Robinson et al. [58]
Zhang et al. [30]
Li et al. [59]
Li et al. [31]
Wang et al. [60]
Lu et al. [61]
Duan et al. [62]
Kohli et al. [3]

Kinship Algorithm
Discrimination via gated
autoencoders
Fine-tuning VGG network
Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks
Siamese convolutional neural net
KinNet
Denoising auto-encoder based
metric learning
Discriminative deep multi-metric
learning
Coarse to Fine Transfer
Kinship verification via
representation learning

A

B

C

D

3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

for illumination correction and proposed self-similarity based approach for handling
kinship variations in facial images. Self similarity descriptor computes the local self
similarity cues in an image which is invariant to scale, translation and rotation and
thus was applied to measure the similarity between kin pairs vs non-kin pairs.
Zhou et al. [36] also proposed Gabor based gradient oriented pyramid for the
problem of kinship verification. Their hypothesis was that gradient-based feature
representation methods may be more robust to practical variations existing in realworld images. They utilized SVM classifier to classify if a given pair of images was kin
or not. Guo et al. [54] utilized DAISY descriptors along with the product of likelihood
ratio for verifying kin. A face image was divided into multiple salient parts and the
top three scores across different salient parts between a pair of images were taken
into consideration to determine if they are kin or non-kin. Liu et al. [55] proposed
a novel inheritable Fisher vector feature which maximizes the similarity between
kin pairs while minimizing the similarity between non-kin pairs. They utilized the
opponent color space [56] to extract the features and used a novel fractional power
cosine similarity measure for classification.
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Deep Learning Research

Recently, there has been a shift in machine learning algorithms to employ deep learning frameworks if there are large amounts of training data available. Table 2.2 showcases deep learning algorithms proposed in the area of kinship verification. Dehgan
et al. [57] utilized gated autoencoders to fuse generated features with a discriminative neural layer at the end to delineate parent-offspring relationships. Firstly, a
generative model utilizing gated autoencoders is used to learn the relation between
the input pair of images. Discriminative training follows the generative training to
ensure that the model can predict whether the input pair images are kin or not. The
results showcase that mother-daughter pair has high facial similarity as compared
to father-daughter pair. Zhang et al. [30] utilized facial keypoints to extract 10 image patches and created multiple convolutional neural networks. The CNN-Points
structure was combined together in the last layer with a fully connected network and
softmax activation was utilized at the end to predict kinship. Experimental results
showcased the efficacy of using end-to-end deep learning framework as compared to
handcrafted features for this research.
A siamese convolutional network approach was proposed by Li et al. [59] to verify
kin pair. Separate four convolutional and three pooling layers were used for each
input image but the weights were shared between the two networks. A distance
metric loss function was utilized to ensure that the distance between kin pairs is
smaller as compared to non-kin pairs. Lu et al. [61] developed a discriminative
deep metric which maximizes the correlation of different features for face verification
and also showed its application on kinship verification. Utilizing k different neural
networks, the objective was to exploit the discriminative information from each feature
while minimizing the difference between representations learned of one sample across
multiple networks.
Robinson et al. [58] utilized the learned VGG convolutional neural network for the
problem of kinship verification. Additionally, they also released the largest kinship
database, FIW database, that contains images of over 1000 families. They showed
that the combination of VGG features alongside PCA gives the best performance.
The authors also report the results of family recognition where the objective is to
identify the family, input face image belongs to. Li et al. [31] introduced a transfer
learning approach where initially a network was trained for face classification and
then fine-tuned for kinship verification. Four different residual networks were trained
on MS-Celeb database for face recognition and the ensemble was retrained for kinship
verification using a soft-triplet loss. They showcased improved results on the Families
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Table 2.3: Video-based kinship verification research published in literature.
Kinship Verification
Algorithm
Spatio-temporal features
Dibeklioglu et al. [63]
utilizing facial dynamics
Visual transformation
Dibeklioglu [64]
aided contrastive learning
Framework utilizing
Supervised Mixed Norm
Kohli et al. [65]
Autoencoder
Authors

Databases
UvA-NEMO Smile
UvA-NEMO Smile
KIVI, UvA-NEMO Smile

in the Wild dataset.
Duan et al. [62] introduced a coarse to fine transfer learning framework for kinship
verification and showed improvement on three different kinship databases. The initial
coarse network is trained on the CASIA-WebFace database for face recognition with
10,575 classes. Importantly, the trained network is finetuned for kinship classification
with every positive pair labeled as a separate class on the smaller kinship datasets.
Wang et al. [60] introduced a new denoising auto-encoder based metric learning
(DML) method for kinship verification in the wild. They utilized an autoencoder to
learn a hidden representation by ensuring good reconstruction loss. Additionally, they
enforced the constraint that the positive kin images in the hidden space are closer
together and tested the framework on Family in the Wild database.

2.2

Video-Based Kinship Verification Research

Video-based kinship verification has a lot of applications particularly in surveillance
and border control. Videos can provide more information as they have additional
sources of information as compared to single image verification. At the same time,
it is challenging to process videos since the faces presented in multiple frames do
not have to be aligned to their respective kin frame. Table 2.3 shows the algorithms
published in this domain. As seen in the table, research in this field has started
slowly due to the lack of publicly available databases. The only database used in
this research is by Dibeklioglu; the UvA-NEMO Smile database which was originally
created as part of facial expression study.
Dibeklioglu et al. [63] used features that describe facial dynamics and spatio-
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temporal appearance over smile expression to verify kin in videos. Using specific
tracked landmarks, displacement signals of eyebrows, eyelids, cheeks, and lip corners
are computed and facial expression dynamics are extracted. Alongside these dynamic
features, temporal Completed Local Binary Patterns are computed from eyes, cheeks
and lip regions. The combination of these features is given to a Support Vector
Machine for classification. They achieved an accuracy of 72.89 % on spontaneous
smiles.
In another paper, Dibeklioglu [64] introduced a method for learning contrastive
mapping of facial appearance of kin pairs. A siamese convolutional encoder-decoder
network was trained to reveal resemblance patterns between kin and a contrastive
loss is used to enforce kin pairs to be close to each other. Two networks learn transformation from kin1 to kin2 and vice versa. Additionally, the frames of the videos
are matched to have a similar expression. The authors report that an accuracy of
93.65% was observed on the controlled UvA-NEMO database.

2.3

Kinship Verification Databases

An important factor in stimulating research in kinship verification is the availability of
databases. Table 2.4 showcases the existing kinship image and video-based datasets
available publicly. As shown in Table 2.4, there are several image-based databases
with Family in the Wild (FIW) [58] being the largest. Except for FIW and WVUkin
[3], other databases focus on 4 key relationships. Figure 2.1 showcases the progression
of kinship research with research initially focused on controlled frontal faces, followed
by uncontrolled facial images and unconstrained face videos.
The details of the databases are presented below:
(i) Cornell Kinship [1]: It consists of 286 images pertaining to 143 subject pairs.
The facial images in this database are frontal pose and have a neutral expression.
(ii) KinFaceW-I [38]: This database consists of 1066 images corresponding to 533
kin pairs. It has 156 Father-Son, 134 Father-Daughter, 116 Mother-Son, and
127 Mother-Daughter kin pair images.
(iii) KinFaceW-II [38]: This database has been created such that images belonging
to the kin pair subjects are acquired from the same photograph. It consists
of 1000 kin pair images with an equal number of images belonging to the four
kinship relationships: Father-Son, Father-Daughter, Mother-Son, and MotherDaughter.
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Table 2.4: Summary of kinship databases in the literature. Databases highlighted
have been created as part of this research.
Dataset

Image

Video

CornellKin [1]
UB KinFace [32]
KFW-I [38]
KFW-II [38]
WVUKin [3]
Family101 [2]
TSKinFace [50]
FIW [58]
UvA-Nemo [63]
KIVI

No. of
Subjects
300
400
1,066
2,000
226
607
2,589
10,700
152
503

No. of
Samples
300
600
1,066
2,000
904
14,816
2,000
31,000
514
503

Relations
4
4
4
4
7
4
4
11
7
7

(iv) UB KinFace [32]: This database consists of 200 groups consisting of 600 images.
Each group has one image of the child and one image belonging to the corresponding parent when they were young and when they were old. The database
has 91 Father-Son, 79 Father-Daughter, 15 Mother-Son, and 21 Mother-Daughter
kin pair images.
(v) WVU Kinship [3]: All the above kinship datasets contain only one image per
kin-pair and hence are not suitable for face recognition experiments. The WVU
kinship database [3] was developed as part of this research. It consists of 113
pairs of individuals from Caucasian and Indian ethnicity. The dataset has four
images per person, which introduces intra-class variations for a specific kin-pair.
These multiple images per kin-pair include variations in pose, illumination, and
occlusion. It also consists of seven kin-relations:
(1) Brother-Brother (BB): 22 pairs,
(2) Brother-Sister (BS): 9 pairs,
(3) Sister-Sister (SS): 13 pairs,
(4) Mother-Daughter (MD): 13 pairs,
(5) Mother-Son (MS): 8 pairs,
(6) Father-Son (FS): 34 pairs, and
(7) Father-Daughter (FD): 14 pairs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.1: Progression of research in automatic kinship verification: (a) Cornell
KinFace [1] database (2010), (b) Family 101 database [2] (2013), and (c) proposed
KIVI database (2018).

(vi) Family 101 [2]: The Family 101 dataset contains 101 different families with distinct family names, including 206 nuclear families, 607 individuals, with 14,816
images. The database is particularly useful for family classification where the
problem is identifying which family a particular image belongs to.
(vii) TSKinFace [50] : The Tri-subject kinship face database consist of images belonging to the child, mother, and father. The database consists of 513 images of
Father, Mother and Son group and 502 images of Father, Mother and Daughter
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group.
(viii) FIW [58]: The families in the wild dataset consist of 10,700 images belonging
to 1000 families.
Research in kinship verification across videos is new and only Dibeklioglu et al.
[66] have published papers in that field. One of the reasons for that is lack of availability of a video-based kinship verification database. Previously, there has been one
kinship video database, UvA-Nemo [63], which has over 500 videos encompassing 152
individuals and 7 kin-types. The database used was collected for expression-based
studies and thus is not suitable for extensive kinship verification in the wild research.
As part of this research, KIVI database has also been released consisting of 503 individuals and 355 positive kin pairs. The number of video frames is over 250,000.
Research in any machine learning task requires having good, well-labeled and
balanced datasets. Dawson et al. [67] recently concluded that some of the kinship
databases consist of kin images coming from the same photograph. This can create
issues as the final classifier trained on these images may not be learning kinship
characteristics and can learn “same-photo” similarities. Thus, it is our view that
kinship verification algorithms can be improved by utilizing large, and difficult kinship
verification datasets such as Families in the Wild and KIVI database.

Chapter

Understanding Human Performance
for Kinship Verification
3.1

Introduction

In nature, kinship affinities have been observed in many organisms. Taylor and Sussman [68] studied kinship affinities among Lemur catta and established that several
factors such as proximity, grooming, and mating patterns are dependent on kinship
among the lemurs. It has been suggested that kin-group characteristics affect the
co-operation among the kin through residence and mating patterns [69].
This phenomenon has also been observed in humans where the cognitive process
of humans to identify kinship relations and exploration of forming kin-based bonds
has been a popular topic of interest. It has been established that humans recognize
and rely on kinship affinities that trigger cognitive and social interactions, and family
support networks, including an understanding of common genetic diseases for possible
medical interventions. Likewise, the bonds between children and mother have been an
area of huge interest in the field of psychology and neuroscience [70, 71, 72]. Moreover,
researchers have evaluated the effect of nature vs. nurture [73] and have observed
social bonds arising in a specific cultural context. The entire area of new genetics
has brought kinship to the forefront due to the prevailing understanding of disease
etiology [74].
In this chapter, a human study is conducted to understand the ability of humans
in identifying kin and a thorough evaluation is performed. Several studies have been
performed in a similar manner in face recognition literature, to understand the recognition capabilities of the human mind. This would help in (a) understanding the
24
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underlying cues that humans use to identify kin, and (b) integrating these findings
in an automatic algorithm to achieve better kinship verification accuracy. Lu et al.
[38] have performed a similar human study based on kinship verification. They have
focused on the overall kinship verification accuracy and concluded that using context
information such as hair and background improves kinship verification.

3.2

Experimental Design of the Study

Amazon MTurk is an online platform specifically designed for aiding research by organizing surveys and collecting results in a comprehensive manner. MTurk allows
crowdsourcing and enables researchers to include participants across diverse demographics. It has been shown to provide reliable data as compared to data provided
through the traditional means of survey collection and offers a rich pool of participants [75]. It allows the creation of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) for surveys,
studies, and experiments which are in turn completed by participants. The participants receive a reward for completing a HIT if their results are approved by the
requester. In this study conducted on Amazon MTurk, a total of 479 volunteers (200
male, 279 female) participated. Among all the participants, 366 were Indians (Mean
Age (M) = 33.45 years, Standard Deviation in Age (SD) = 11.67 years), 81 were
Caucasians (M = 35.39 years, SD = 10.74 years), 29 were Asians (non-Indians) (M =
28.13 years, SD = 6.93 years), and 3 were African-Americans (M = 30.33 years, SD
= 8.17 years).
The database used for this human study contains images taken from three databases:
Vadana [76, 77], Kinship Verification database [1], and UB Kin database [34, 32, 33].
Figure 3.1 showcases images belonging from these three databases. The database consists of 150 kin pairs and 150 non-kin pairs with 39 Sister-Sister (SS) combinations, 36
Brother-Sister (BS) combinations, 35 Brother-Brother (BB) combinations, 50 FatherSon (FS) combinations, 40 Father-Daughter (FD) combinations, 41 Mother-Daughter
(MD) combinations, and 59 Mother-Son (MS) combinations. Each participant is
shown five pairs of images that are assigned in a random order. The participant has
to answer if the pair of images belonging to two different subjects appears to be kin to
each other. Additionally, the participants are also asked if they have seen the subjects
in the images before. This allows us to evaluate the differences in the responses when
the participants are familiar with the stimuli.
Generally, the experiments are performed with full faces, however, it is not necessary that the whole face contributes in determining kinship. Therefore, we also
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Sample images from databases considered in this research: (a) Vadana
DB, (b) KinFace DB, and (c) UB Kin DB.
perform the experiments with individual facial regions and the performance of the
participants is determined for the following visual stimulus:
1. full face,
2. T region (containing nose and eyes),
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3. not-T region (containing the face with the eye and nose regions obfuscated),
4. lower part of facial image, and
5. binocular region (eye strip).
Figure 3.2 illustrates different facial regions extracted from faces of subjects. The
binocular region is chosen to observe the effect of eyes on kinship verification. The
T region represents features in the region of the face around the eyes and nose. Furthermore, to observe the effect of outer facial regions, not-T region is chosen (which
does not have regions that are included in the T region). The lower facial region is
included to evaluate a hypothesis stated in an earlier research study [16] which claims
that kinship cues are not present in this region.

3.3

Results and Analysis

In this study, we analyze (a) the gender and age demographics of participants, (b)
the kinship relation between stimuli, and (c) the discriminative local and global face
features that humans rely on to correctly detect kinship.
A quantitative analysis of the data is performed using three independent measures:
accuracy of correct kinship detection based on responses from participants, discriminability or sensitivity index (d′ ), and using information theory to compute the kin
entropy and non-kin entropy. Discriminability or sensitivity index (d′ ) is used in
signal detection theory to quantify the difference between the mean signal and noise
distributions in a given stimulus as perceived by participants.
There is an inherent uncertainty in determining the relationship between stimuli.
This uncertainty can be attributed to noise and higher response categories. The
stimulus information entropy H(S) and noise in the signal H(S|r) are computed
from the confusion matrix using Eq. 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

Full Face

T Region

Not-T Region

Lower Mouth
Region

Binocular
Region

Figure 3.2: Sample images demonstrating face regions considered in this research.
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n
∑
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p(Si )log(p(Si ))

(3.1)

p(Si , rj )log(p(Si |rj ))

(3.2)

i=1

H(S|r) = −

n ∑
n
∑
i=1 j=1

I(S|r) = H(S) − H(S|r)

(3.3)

Here, r refers to the response of participants and S refers to the stimulus. The
information entropy I(S|r) is calculated by subtracting the noise in the signal from
the stimulus entropy as shown in Eq. 3.3. The information entropy is divided by log 2
to represent in bits and larger values of the bits determine higher perceptual judgment
of the participants. Higher values of accuracy or d′ or total entropy indicate that the
signals can be more readily detected compared to other visual artifacts that do not
contribute to the kinship detection.
The results are analyzed to understand the effect of four different attributes on
the performance of participants on kinship detection: gender and age of participants,
stimuli kin-pairs, and facial regions. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.
Effect of Participant’s Gender on Kinship Verification
In face recognition, several studies have demonstrated that women outperform men
in the ability to recognize faces [78, 79]. In a meta-analysis study of over 140 face
recognition studies, Herlitz and Loven [80] have found that females consistently outperform males in recognizing faces. This fact is also supported in [81], where females
performed better than males in the face recognition task. The effect of gender in
kinship verification is tested to see if there exists any kind of prevalence in the skills
of kinship verification among males and females. As shown in Table 3.1, it is observed that there is only 1% increase in the overall accuracy of females as compared
to males. Overall accuracy is defined as the proportion of correct kin and correct
non-kin responses as compared to the total responses.
However, from Table 3.1, higher d′ value for females as compared to males indicates
a higher sensitivity of females over males in detecting the kin signal across images.
This observation is also supported by the information entropy based on responses
from females and males. A z-test of proportion [82] conducted at 95% confidence
level also validates this claim. These quantitative measures give us an intuition that
females may have the ability to verify kin better than males. One reason for this could
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Table 3.1: Quantitative analysis of human performance on kinship verification.
S. No.

Experiments

d′

Kin
Entropy

Participant’s Demographic - Gender
Female
0.3703
0.0063
1.
Male
0.2982
0.0045
2.
Participant’s Demographic - Age
<30
0.3498
0.0056
1.
30 - 50
0.3119
0.0050
2.
>50
0.3986
0.0077
3.
Ethnicity of Participant
Caucasian
0.4948
0.0132
1.
Indian
0.4266
0.0099
2.
Asian
0.3914
0.0064
3.
Stimulus Kin Relationship
Mother-Son
0.8211
0.0162
1.
Sister-Sister
0.5505
0.0181
2.
Father0.3762
0.0065
3.
Daughter
Mother0.3088
0.0046
4.
Daughter
Brother-Sister
0.2482
0.0024
5.
Father-Son
0.2092
0.0021
6.
Brother-Brother
0.0560
0.0002
7.
Local and Global Regions of Face
Face
0.4531
0.0107
1.
Not-T
0.4212
0.0084
2.
T
0.3466
0.0059
3.
Chin
0.2772
0.0037
4.
Binocular
0.1656
0.0013
5.

Non-Kin
Entropy

Total
Entropy

Overall
Accuracy
(in %)

0.0069
0.0048

0.0132
0.0093

56.00
55.00

0.0061
0.0053
0.0082

0.0117
0.0102
0.0159

55.60
55.51
56.95

0.0136
0.0065
0.0074

0.0268
0.0164
0.0137

59.45
54.89
55.22

0.0383
0.0059

0.0545
0.0240

55.39
66.23

0.0072

0.0137

56.01

0.0051

0.0097

54.74

0.0035
0.0023
0.0001

0.0059
0.0044
0.0003

50.11
53.48
54.10

0.0115
0.0093
0.0064
0.0040
0.0013

0.0221
0.0177
0.0123
0.0077
0.0026

58.36
57.02
55.92
54.57
52.58

be that the measure being employed for testing kinship is facial similarity analogous
to facial recognition; however, this needs to be tested in future studies.
The accuracy for kinship verification increases drastically when the faces are
known to the subjects; the female participants achieve an accuracy of 64.54% while
the male participants achieve an accuracy of 61.95%. Also, the accuracy of non-kin
detection increases to 72.47% for females whereas it is only 52.34% for males. This
is in accordance with the belief that women perform better in episodic memory tasks
[83]. For unfamiliar faces, the trend follows the overall accuracy with females outperforming males in kinship verification.
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Effect of Participant’s Age on Kinship Verification
The effect of the age of participants is studied to determine whether people of a
particular age group are significantly better than others in verifying kin and non-kin.
Due to a limited number of participants in the younger and older age groups, the age
categories have been combined into 3 different groups: <30 years, 30-50 years, and
>50 years. As shown in Table 3.1, an overall accuracy of 56.95% is observed by the
participants of age-group >50 years while the second highest accuracy is observed to
be 55.6% in the age-group of <30 years. At the same time, a higher d′ value of 0.3986
and a higher total entropy of 0.0159 as shown in Table 3.1, indicates that older age
group may better distinguish between kin and non-kin. However, z-test of proportion
at 95% confidence level does not indicate statistical difference among these groups
which suggests that participant’s age may not have a significant effect on kinship
verification.
Effect of Participant Ethnicity on Kinship Detection
The dependence between the ethnicity of the participant and their kinship detection
accuracy is evaluated. It is observed that Caucasian participants are more adept
at recognizing kin/non-kin as observed by the overall accuracy of 59.45% shown in
Table 3.1. The fact is further supported by a higher d′ value of 0.4948 and a higher
total entropy of 0.0268 bits as shown in Table 3.1. This result may denote higher
discriminability characteristics of Caucasian participants for detecting kin or it could
be a result of the composition of participants involved in the study.
The results for other-race effect are also tested and no evidence of the presence
of the other-race effect in kinship detection is observed. The other-race effect is
defined as the ability of people to recognize the common characteristics of members
of their own group more accurately as compared to others. In fact, it is observed that
participants belonging to the Caucasian group are better in recognizing kinship in
Indian subjects than participants of Indian ethnicity. In the case of images belonging
to people of Caucasian ethnicity, both Indian and Caucasian participants performed
equally well. These findings are also consistent across the images of another ethnicity.
Our study further substantiates the evidence presented by Alvergne et al. [84] in
which they disprove the notion of other-race effect in kinship recognition which is in
direct contrast to the face recognition skills.
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Effect of Stimuli Kin-Pairs on Kinship Verification
In a number of experiments, females have outperformed males in identifying female
faces [85, 86]. Therefore, it is interesting to examine if the type of kin-pair affects
the decision-making process of the participants in evaluating whether the stimuli pair
is related or not. As shown in Table 3.1, the sister-sister kin pair has the highest
overall accuracy of 66.23%. However, using the d′ test of significance, it is observed
that the mother-son pair has the highest d′ value of 0.8211 and the highest total
entropy bits of 0.0545 as shown in Table 3.1.
We also analyzed the verification results separately for familiar and unfamiliar
faces. For familiar faces, we observe that the accuracy of father-son pair increases
from 53.49% to 65.98% and the sister-sister kin pair goes up to 82.2% when people
are familiar with the faces. This trend is seen in all the pairs and is reflective of the
memory-cognitive ability of humans. The trend for unfamiliar faces is as expected,
lower than familiar and exactly similar to the overall trend i.e. the sister-sister kin
pair is the easiest to detect as kin with an accuracy of 46.0%.
Using the d′ values, it is observed that pairs having a female stimulus are more
accurately detected as kin. The order of the pairs is Mother-Son > Sister-Sister
> Father-Daughter > Mother-Daughter > Brother-Sister > Father-Son > BrotherBrother. The results are in accordance with the study conducted by Kaminsky et
al. [18] wherein they mentioned that the presence of a female boost the kinship
accuracy. This can be attributed to partial occlusion of facial features such as beard
and mustache in men as compared to women. Another reason could be the higher
facial recognition capability of female participants in focusing more on female faces
than male faces [80]. Therefore, the results of kin with at least one female stimuli are
more significant.
The results obtained for effect of participants’ gender and age, as well as the kin
relationship between the stimuli, are used to validate our multi-approach quantitative
analysis with conclusions arrived by other researchers who may not have used the
same measures as we have. With this validation, we analyze the results obtained for
the effect of discriminative local and global face features on kinship verification. Our
motivation is to identify the top three regions from the human study to be integrated
with the automatic kinship verification.
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Effect of Facial Regions on Kinship Verification
Many studies in psychology have analyzed the effect of global facial features vs local
features for face recognition abilities of humans [87]. Keil [88] has emphasized the role
of internal features in face recognition by concluding that eyes determine the optimal
resolution for face recognition. These local features have been used as parts of a
descriptor in computational methods to verify kinship [54]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no study has been conducted to analyze the effect of individual facial
regions in kinship verification in a human study with statistical analysis to determine
their individual effects. The two above mentioned studies have focused on larger facial
regions by dividing the face into two halves (laterally and horizontally). Intuitively,
the subjects should perform better when the whole face is shown. However, the results
in Table 3.1 show that even though the whole face yields an accuracy of 58.36%, it is
not very much different compared to local regions. The local features such as not-T
region and T region show an accuracy of 57.02% and 55.92% respectively. The
trend remains the same even when unfamiliar image responses are taken into account.
The accuracy of the T region increases to 63.45% when the image subjects are known
to humans indicating that the eye features along with the nose play an important
role in kinship verification.
These results are supported by the d′ test of perception and total information
entropy values from the stimulus and response of participants. The complete face
region has the highest d′ value of 0.4531 and total entropy value of 0.0221 as shown
in Table 3.1, followed by the not-T region and the T region. A z-test of proportion
at 95% also validates the above pattern. The results are consistent with the face
recognition studies where it has been observed that face outline, eyes, and upper face
are important areas for perceiving faces [87].

3.4

Conclusion

The results obtained for effect of participants’ gender and age, as well as the kin
relationship between the stimuli, are used to validate our multi-approach quantitative
analysis with conclusions arrived by other researchers who may not have used the
same measures as we have. With this validation, we analyze the results obtained for
the effect of discriminative local and global face features on kinship verification. Our
motivation is to identify the top regions from the human study which contain kinship
cues to be integrated into an automatic kinship verification framework. In the next
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chapter, an automatic kinship verification algorithm is designed which will utilize the
insights gained from this human study.

Chapter

Image-Based Kinship Verification
4.1

Introduction

The research in image-based kinship verification has seen tremendous growth with an
increase in the number of kinship specific databases released in the public. As mentioned previously, research in this field started with images having frontal pose faces
with limited variations. The focus of the research was on estimating handcrafted structural and textural features for verifying kin in images. Since then, several databases
have been created which consist of faces with real-world variations of illumination,
aging, and pose. However, one of the major challenges in image-based kinship verification research is the limited number of samples present across publicly available
datasets. This poses a big challenge for developing accurate deep learning based
models for this task.
Deep learning has been successfully applied to model representations in natural language processing [89, 90, 91, 92], speech recognition [93], image segmentation
[94], and object recognition [95, 96]. These algorithms learn the deep features in
an abstract manner by utilizing a network of non-linear transformations in a greedy
layer-wise mechanism [97, 98]. Among many deep learning algorithms, stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAE) and deep belief networks (DBN) are two very popular
techniques.
Using the cues from the human study conducted in Chapter 2, this research
presents a deep learning based kinship verification framework that relies on learning
face representations in an unsupervised manner. A new approach using the proposed
filtered contractive deep belief networks ( fcDBN) is presented where the formulation of RBMs is extended through a filtering approach and a contractive penalty. The
34
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idea of this approach stems from the fact that facial images have an inherent structure which can be emphasized using filters. By simultaneously learning filters and
weights, an invariant representation of the faces is learned which is utilized in kinship
verification. Using contractive penalty, we learn robust features that are invariant to
local variations in the images. The proposed approach shows state-of-the-art results
on multiple datasets used in kinship verification research.

4.2

Representation Learning Framework

The next section describes two popular deep learning techniques, including how
they are hierarchically structured in a Kinship Verification via Representation
Learning (KVRL) framework to learn the representations of faces for kinship verification.

4.2.1 Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE)
Let x ∈ Rα represent the input feature vector. An autoencoder[99] maps the input
vector to a reduced feature y using a deterministic encoder function fθ as given in
Equation (4.1).
y = fθ (x) = σ(W x + b)

(4.1)

where θ = {W, b} represents the weight and bias to be learned and σ represents the
activation function used in the multi-layer neural network. This feature y is then
used by a decoder function to reconstruct the input as shown in Equation 4.2.
x̂ = fθ′ (y) = σ(W ′ y + b′ )

(4.2)

where θ′ = {W ′ , b′ } is the approximate weight and bias, σ is the sigmoid activation
function and x̂ represents the probabilistic approximation of x obtained from y. The
autoencoder minimizes the reconstruction error between x and x̂.
arg minθ ||x − x̂||2

(4.3)

The autoencoders are further optimized by introducing sparsity to activate a few
hidden units during training. A sparsity constraint [100] on the hidden units of
the autoencoder ensures that a sparse representation is obtained according to the
optimization objective function given in Equation 4.4.
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m
∑
min  ||xi

− x̂i ||2 + β

i=1

n
∑



KL(ρ||ρ̂j )

(4.4)

j=1

where m is the input size of the data, n is the number of hidden nodes, ρ is the sparsity
constant, β is the weight for sparsity penalty term, and KL(.) is the Kullback-Leibler
divergence metric given as,
(

ρ
1−ρ
KL(ρ||ρ̂j ) = ρ log + (1 − ρ) log
ρ̂j
1 − ρ̂j

)

(4.5)

Here, ρ̂j is the average activation of the hidden units in the autoencoder during the
training phase. The algorithm aims to optimize the value of ρ̂j close to ρ which will
make the penalty term, KL(ρ||ρ̂j ) = 0 in the objective function. For learning robust
and useful higher-level representations, denoising autoencoders are used. Denoising
autoencoders are introduced to circumvent learning of identity mapping where the
input vector x is first corrupted to x̄ and trained to get the reconstructed vector x̂.
In effect, these autoencoders are called sparse denoising autoencoders (SDAE).

4.2.2 Deep Belief Network (DBN)
A Deep Belief Network (DBN) is a graphical model that consists of stacked Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) which are trained greedily layer by layer [95]. A RBM
represents a bipartite graph where one set of nodes is the visible layer and the other
set of nodes is the hidden layer. A DBN models the joint distribution between the
observed vector x and n hidden layers (h) as follows:


n−2
∏

P (x, h1 , . . . , hn ) = 



P (hj |hj+1 ) P (hn−1 , hn )

(4.6)

j=0

where x = h0 , P (hk |hk+1 ) is a conditional distribution for the visible units conditioned
on the hidden units of the RBM at level k + 1, and P (hn−1 , hn ) is the visible-hidden
joint distribution in the top-level RBM.
In their recent work, Hinton et al. [101], proposed dropout training as a successful
way to prevent overfitting and an alternate method for regularization in the network.
This inhibits the complex co-adaptation between the hidden nodes by randomly dropping out a few neurons during the training phase. It can be thought of as a sampling
process from a larger network to create random sub-networks with the aim of achieving good generalization capability. Let f denote the activation function for the nth
layer, and W, b be the weights and biases for the layer, ∗ denotes the element-wise
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multiplication, and m is a binary mask with entries drawn i.i.d. from Bernoulli (1−r)
indicating which activations are not dropped out. Then the forward propagation to
compute the activation yn of nth layer of the architecture can be calculated as,
(

yn = f

)

1
yn−1 ∗ mW + b
1−r

(4.7)

4.2.3 Proposed Filtered Contractive DBN ( fcDBN)
The energy function of a RBM is defined as:
E(v, h; θ) = −

D ∑
F
∑

vi Wij hj −

i=1 j=1

D
∑

bi vi −

i=1

F
∑

aj hj

(4.8)

j=1

or
E(v, h; θ) = −vT Wh − bT v − aT h

(4.9)

where, v ∈ {0, 1}D denotes the visible variables and h ∈ {0, 1}F denotes the hidden
variables. The model parameters are denoted by θ = {a, b, W} and Wij denotes the
weight of the connection between the ith visible unit and j th hidden unit and bi and aj
denote the bias terms of the model. For handling real valued visible variables such as
image pixel intensities, Gaussian-Bernoulli RBMs are one of the popular formulations
and the energy function is defined as:
F
(vi − bi )2 ∑
aj hj
−
Er (v, h; θ) = −
Wij hj −
2σ 2
j=1
i=1 j=1 σi
i=1
F
D ∑
∑
vi

D
∑

(4.10)

Here, v ∈ RD denotes the real-valued visible vector and θ = {a, b, W, σ} are the
model parameters. The joint distribution over v and h, and the marginal distribution
over v is defined as:
P (v, h) =

1
exp(−E(v, h; θ))
Z

(4.11)

and
P (v) =
∑

∑

P (v, h)

(4.12)

h

where, Z = v,h exp(−E(v, h)) is a partition function.
Let LRBM be the loss function of RBM with the energy function defined in Eq.
4.9. It can be defined as
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LRBM = −

n
∑
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(4.13)

log P (vi )

i=1

The idea of introducing contractive penalty stems from Rifai et. al [102] where
they introduce contractive autoencoders. A regularization term is added in the autoencoder loss function for learning robust features as shown in Eq. 4.14.
LAE = arg minθ ∥ v − ϕ(W ′ (ϕ(Wv + b)) + b′ ) ∥2
+ λ ∥ J ∥2F

(4.14)

where, θ = {W, b} represents the weight and the bias of the autoencoder to be learned,
ϕ represents the activation function, λ represents the regularization parameter, and
∥ J ∥2F = ∥ (J(ϕ(Wv))) ∥2F
represents the Jacobian of the encoder function of the autoencoder with respect to
the input. For a linear activation function, the contractive penalty boils down to a
simple weight decay term (Tikhonov type regularization). For a sigmoid the penalty
is smooth and is given by:
∥ J ∥2F =∥ J(ϕ(Wv)) ∥2F
=

∑(

)2 ∑

ϕ(Wv)i (1 − ϕ(Wv)i )

i

W 2ij

(4.15)

j

Our work is motivated by the analytic insight and practical success of contractive
autoencoders. We propose to apply the contractive penalty term to the RBM formulation. Thus, the modified loss function for contractive RBMs (c-RBM) can be
expressed as:
LcRBM = LRBM + α ∥ J ∥2F

(4.16)

where, ∥ J ∥2F represents Frobenius norm of the Jacobian matrix (i.e. it is l2 -norm of
the second order differential) as shown in Eq. 4.15. Penalizing the Frobenius norm
of the Jacobian matrix leads to penalization of the sensitivity; which encourages
robustness of the representation. The contractive penalty encourages the mapping
to the feature space to be contractive to the neighborhood of the training data. The
flatness induced by having low valued first derivatives will lead to the invariance of
the representation for small variations in the input.
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We further introduce a filtering approach in the RBM. Facial images have an inherent structure in them which is not found in other types of images. Using filters, we
can extract this structural information and only use the relevant filtered information
for training the network. Therefore, we propose extending Eq. 4.9 (and in a similar
fashion, Eq. 4.10) with a filtering approach that can incorporate the structural and
relational information in the image using filters. Let Vk = (f k · v),
Ef (Vk , h; θf ) = −VkT Wh − bT Vk − aT h

(4.17)

where, “·” is the convolution operation. fk is the k th learned filter of size mn and
therefore, θf includes fk and other weight parameters. Here, the filters fk transform
the input image v, emphasizing relevant structural information which is used to train
the RBMs. Utilizing the above energy function, the loss function of the filtered
RBM, Lf RBM is defined similar to Eq. 4.13. Note that, the proposed formulation
is different from convolutional RBMs [103]. In convolutional RBMs, the weights are
shared among all locations in the image and thus, a pooling step is required to learn
high level representations. In the proposed formulation, we have introduced separate
filters that will account for the structure of the image and learn these filters and
weight matrix simultaneously.
Combining the above two components, we define filtered contractive RBMs (fcRBM)
and the loss function is modeled as:
L

fcRBM

= Lf RBM + α ∥ J ∥2F +β ∥ f ∥22

(4.18)

where, α and β are the regularization parameters. l2 -norm applied over the filters
prevents large deviation of values that could potentially have an unwarranted filtering
effect on the images. Both the components of the proposed formulation are smooth
and hence differentiable; and can be solved iteratively using contrastive divergence
based approach. Multiple fcRBMs are then stacked together to form fcDBN.

4.2.4 Kinship Verification via Representation Learning (KVRL)
Framework
Human analysis conducted in the previous chapter suggests that out of the five facial
regions, full face, T-region, and not T-region yield the best performance for kinship
verification. Inspired by this observation, we design a kinship verification framework
that classifies a pair of images as kin or not-kin using these three regions as input.
As discussed earlier, it is challenging to define the similarities and differences in kin
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Figure 4.1: Two-stage kinship verification via representation learning (KVRL) with
three-level Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE) approach [3].
and non-kin image pairs. Therefore in this research, we propose a 2-stage Kinship
Verification via Representation Learning framework to learn the representations
of faces for kinship verification using deep learning paradigm. Figure 4.1 shows the
steps involved in the proposed formulation.
In the first stage, the representations of each facial region are learned. These
individually learned representations are combined to form a compact representation
of the whole face in the second stage. Finally, a multi-layer neural network is trained
using these reduced feature representations of the whole face for supervised classifi-
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cation of kin and non-kin. The two stages of the KVRL framework - with stacked
denoising autoencoders (SDAE) and with deep belief networks (DBN) are described
below.
KVRL-SDAE: A representation of a face image is learned by stacking sparse
denoising autoencoders (SDAE) in two stages and learning in a greedy layer-wise
manner. Stacking autoencoders reduces the classification error [104] and thus, learns
better representations than a single autoencoder. The complete face image is taken
to model the global features while T-region and not-T region are chosen to model the
local features as reported in [3]. These regions are also shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore,
in the first stage of the KVRL framework, one SDAE is trained for each facial region
so that each stacked autoencoder can learn a representation of the given face region.
Each region is resized to a standard M × N image and converted to 1 × M N vector
which is provided as an input to a three-layer stacked sparse denoising autoencoder.
Each SDAE is trained using a stochastic gradient descent followed by fine-tuning
using backpropagation.
AEij represents an autoencoder that maps the input vector to a reduced feature
vector. Here i denotes the layer to which the autoencoder belongs and j represents
the face region on which the autoencoder is trained. Therefore, a stacked autoencoder
can be represented as [AE11 , AE12 , AE13 ] indicating that the stacked autoencoders are
trained on face region 1 using three individual autoencoders. Once the stacked autoencoders are trained for each face region, the output from the last layer of each
SDAE [AE13 , AE23 , AE33 ] are concatenated and given to the second stage stacked autoencoder. This represents the combination of higher level features learned from local
and global facial regions. The SDAE in the second stage represents the dimensionality
reduction of the input feature vector and is used for training the classifier.
KVRL-DBN: Similar to KVRL-SDAE approach, a representation of a face image
is also learned by stacking RBMs and learning greedily layer by layer to form a deep
belief network. Each facial region is resized to a standard M × N image and converted
to 1 × MN vector which is provided as an input to a three-layer restricted Boltzmann
machine. Let RBMij represent a RBM where i denotes the layer to which the RBM
belongs and j represents the face region on which the RBM is trained. In the first
stage, a stacked RBM is trained and the output from [RBM13 , RBM23 , RBM33 ] is
concatenated and given to the second stage DBN.
KVRL-fcDBN: The representation of face image is learned by stacking fcRBMs
and learning the weights in a greedy layer by layer fashion to form a filtered contractive
deep belief network (fcDBN). As shown in Figure 4.1, we extract three regions from
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the input face image to learn both global and local features. These regions are selected
based on the results of the human study that indicates the complete face, T region,
and not-T region are more significant than other face regions.
Dropout is introduced in the second stage to learn the reduced features. The
advantage of applying dropout is that different configurations of neural networks are
trained based on the larger architecture and by employing shared weights for the nodes
that are not dropped out. After learning the individual features in the first stage, the
objective is to create a combined vector that encodes this information in a reduced
manner. In kinship verification, the positive class has to encode large variation among
the two pairs unlike face recognition (where the subjects are same). Therefore, the aim
is to create a representation of faces that generalizes well. By introducing dropout in
this approach, efficient generalization is obtained that emulates sparse representations
to mitigate any possible overfitting.
The number of images in currently available kinship datasets are limited and cannot be used directly to train the deep learning algorithms. Therefore, a separate
database is required to train the model employed in the KVRL framework. Once the
KVRL-SDAE and KVRL-DBN algorithms are trained, representations of face images
are extracted from it. This model provides a compact representation of the combined
local and global features representing the whole face image. For a pair of kin images,
the features are concatenated to form an input vector for the supervised classification. A three-layer feed-forward neural network is trained for binary classification of
kinship.

4.3

Experimental Evaluation

This section describes the datasets, implementation details, and experimental protocols used for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed representation learning for
kinship using hierarchical multi-stage filtered contractive deep belief network (KVRLfcDBN) along with the PRL and SVM based face verification score boosting algorithms.

4.3.1 Datasets
The efficacy of the proposed kinship verification algorithm is evaluated on the following four publicly available databases.
• UB KinFace Dataset[34],
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the five databases used in this research.
Database
Cornell Kin [1]
UB KinFace [34]
KinFaceW-I [38]
KinFaceW-II [38]
WVU Kinship

No. of
Subjects
286
400
1066
2000
226

Total Images

Kin Relations

286
600
1066
2000
904

4
4
4
4
7

Multiple
Images
No
No
No
No
Yes

• Cornell Kinship Dataset [1],
• KinFace-I [38], and
• KinFace-II [38].
Along with these four, we have also prepared a new kinship database, known as
the WVU Kinship Database, containing multiple images of every person1 . The WVU
Kinship dataset consists of 113 pairs of individuals. The dataset has four images
per person, which allows us to have intra-class variations for a specific kin-pair along
with the inter-class variations generally available with all other databases. It consists
of seven kin-relations: Brother-Brother (BB), Brother-Sister (BS), Sister-Sister (SS),
Mother-Daughter (MD), Mother-Son (MS), Father-Son (FS), and Father-Daughter
(FD). The database has 22 pairs of BB, 9 pairs of BS, 13 pairs of SS, 14 pairs of FD,
34 pairs of FS, 13 pairs of MD and 8 pairs of MS where every pair has eight images
each. As shown in Figure 4.2, the multiple images per kin-pair also include variations
in pose, illumination, and occlusion. Table 4.1 summarizes the characteristics of all
five databases.
Kinship verification results are shown on all five databases. However, the results
of face score boosting are shown only on the WVU Kinship database because the
other four databases only contain a single image per person.

4.3.2 Implementation Details
Training the fcDBN algorithm to learn the face representation for kinship requires
a large number of face images. For this purpose, about 600,000 face images are
used. These images are obtained from various sources including CMU-MultiPIE and
Youtube faces databases [105], [106]. Note that, existing algorithms do not use outside
1

The chrominance based algorithm, given by Bordallo et al. [47] performs poorly on the WVU
Kinship database which validates the correctness of the database.
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Figure 4.2: Challenges of pose, illumination, and occlusion in multiple images of the
same kin-pair.
data; however, as mentioned previously, due to the nature of deep learning paradigm,
the proposed algorithm requires large data to learn face representation useful for
kinship verification.
For face detection, all the images are aligned using affine transformation and ViolaJones face detection algorithm [107]. Facial regions are extracted from each image and
resized to 32×32. The resized regions are converted to a vector of size 1024 and given
as input to individual fcDBN deep learning algorithm in the first stage of Fig 4.1(a).
For every individual fcDBN, three filtered contractive RBMs are stacked together and
all of them are learned in a greedy layer-wise fashion where each layer receives the
representation of the output from the previous layer. In the first stage, the number of
nodes is 1024, 512, and 512 respectively. An output vector of size 512 is obtained from
each deep belief network and is concatenated to form a vector of size 1536. A compact
representation is learned from the fcDBN in the second stage and is used for training
the classifier. In the second stage of the deep belief network, the size of the three
layers is 1536, 1024, and 512, respectively. The dropout is applied with probability 0.5
on the hidden nodes and 0.2 on the input vectors. The performance of the proposed
KVRL-fcDBN algorithm is also evaluated when only face is used or all the five facial
regions (shown in Figure 3.2) are used. Since the architecture is flexible in nature, we
also compare the results using both Sparse Denoising Autoencoders (SDAE) and Deep
Belief Network (DBN) in the KVRL framework. We term these approaches of KVRL
framework as KVRL-SDAE and KVRL-DBN. A similar process is followed for KVRLDBN and KVRL-SDAE. For every individual SDAE, three different autoencoders
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are stacked together and all of them are learned For all three facial regions, the
[
]
number of nodes in the SDAE learned in the first stage is same AEj1 , AEj2 , AEj3 =
[1024, 512, 256]. An output vector of size 256 is obtained from the third level of each
stacked denoising autoencoder. These outputs are the representations learned from
the global and local face regions and are concatenated to form a vector of size 768.
This vector is input to the stacked denoising autoencoder in the second stage of the
proposed KVRL architecture which yields the final vector of size 512. This is the final
learned representation of the face image and used for classification with the neural
network.

4.3.3 Experimental Protocol
The performance of the proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework is evaluated on the same
experimental protocol as described by Yan et al. [40], where five-fold cross-validation
for kin verification is performed by keeping the images in all relations to be roughly
equal in all folds. This protocol is followed to ensure that the experimental results
are directly comparable even though the list of negative pairs may vary. In this
algorithm, a random negative pair for kinship is generated such that each image is
used only once in the training phase. The performance of the proposed algorithm
(KVRL-fcDBN) is compared with the baseline evaluations of KVRL framework along
with three state-of-the-art algorithms.
• Multiview neighborhood repulsed metric learning (MNRML)[38]† ,
• Discriminative multi-metric learning (DMML)[40]† , and
• Discriminative model[57]† .
Since the proposed architecture is flexible in nature, we also utilize Sparse Denoising Autoencoders (SDAE) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) in the KVRL framework.
We term these approaches of KVRL framework as KVRL-SDAE and KVRL-DBN.
The proposed approach (KVRL-fcDBN) is compared with KVRL-SDAE, KVRLDBN, and KVRL-cDBN (where contractive RBMs are utilized in the KVRL framework). We also analyze the effect of regions is observed where different combinations
of facial regions are given as input to the KVRL-fcDBN framework.
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Algorithm
KVRL-SDAE
KVRL-DBN
KVRLfcDBN

Cornell
82.0
83.6

UB
85.9
88.3

KinFace-I
92.3
93.0

KinFace-II
92.7
93.9

WVU
78.7
83.5

89.5

91.8

96.1

96.2

90.8

Table 4.2: Kinship verification performance of the proposed KVRL framework on 5
different datasets.
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Figure 4.3: ROC Curve for Cornell KinFace Database.

4.3.4 Results of Kinship Verification
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 shows the results obtained using the
experiments conducted on multiple databases. It is observed that KVRL-fcDBN
consistently performs better than the KVRL-SDAE and KVRL-DBN approach on
all the datasets. The transformation of original input through the filters improves
learning of the underlying representations.
For Cornell Kinship database, kin pairs belonging to Mother-Son relation are correctly detected with the highest accuracy of 95.2% by the KVRL-fcDBN framework.
Similarly, the KVRL-SDAE framework detects Mother-Son kin pairs with 85.0% kinship verification accuracy. The KVRL-fcDBN and KVRL-DBN framework outperform the existing MRNML[38], DML[40], and Discriminative Model[57] techniques for
†

Since the experimental protocol is same, results are directly reported from the papers.
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kinship verification on KinFaceW-I and KinFaceW-II databases. KVRL-fcDBN yields
the highest kinship verification of 98.4% for Mother-Daughter relation on KinFaceW-I
database. For KinFaceW-II database, the KVRL-fcDBN achieves 96.8% accuracy for
Father-Son and Mother-Daughter relations. A general trend appears for KinFaceW-I
and KinFaceW-II databases where the images of same-gender kin perform better than
different-gender kin images. Thus, Father-Son and Mother-Daughter kinship relations
have a higher kinship verification accuracy than Father-Daughter and Mother-Son.
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Figure 4.4: ROC Curve for KinFaceW-I Database.
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Figure 4.5: ROC Curve for KinFaceW-II Database.
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Figure 4.6: ROC Curve for UB-KinFace Database.
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Figure 4.7: ROC Curve for WVUKin Database.
UB KinFace database [32] consists of groups of images, which includes images of
children, young parents, and old parents. The database is built on the hypothesis that
images of parents when they were young are more similar to images of children, as
compared to images of parents when they are older. Results of comparative analysis of
kinship verification performance on the two sets of this database are reported in Table
4.2 and Figure 4.6. It is observed that the kinship verification performance is better
in child-young parent kin pair (Set 1) as compared to child-old parent kin pair (Set
2) where there is a significant age gap between the kin pairs. The performance of the
KVRL-fcDBN framework is higher than KVRL-DBN and KVRL-SDAE framework
for all seven kin relations on the WVUKin database. Similar to KinFaceW-I and
KinFaceW-II databases, kin pairs belonging to the same gender have greater kinship
verification accuracy as compared to different gender kin pairs.
Table 4.3 also shows the results for different kin-relations obtained using the proposed deep learning algorithms. Compared to existing algorithms, KVRL-fcDBN
framework consistently yields state-of-the-art results and shows improvement of up
to 21% for all kin relations. It is observed that for UB database, the algorithm
performs better when the images belong to children and young parents (Set 1) as
compared to when there is a considerable gap between the ages of the kin (Set 2). A
general trend appears for KinFace-I, KinFace-II and WVU Kinship database, where
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Table 4.3: Comparing the kinship verification performance (%) of the proposed KVRL
framework with existing kinship verification algorithms on multiple datasets.
(a) Cornell Kinship Dataset

Algorithm
MNRML[38]
DMML[40]
KVRL using SDAE
KVRL using DBN
KVRL using c-DBN
KVRL using fcDBN

FS
74.5
76.0
85.0
88.3
90.0
91.7

FD
68.8
70.5
80.0
80.0
84.8
87.9

MS
77.2
77.5
85.0
90.0
90.0
95.2

MD
65.8
71.0
75.0
72.5
78.9
84.2

(b) UB Kinship Dataset

Algorithm
MNRML[38]
DMML[40]
KVRL using SDAE
KVRL using DBN
KVRL using c-DBN
KVRL using fcDBN

Child-Young Parents
66.5
74.5
85.9
88.5
90.0
92.0

Child-Old Parents
65.5
70.0
84.8
88.0
89.5
91.5

(c) KinFaceW-I Dataset

Algorithm
MRNML[38]
DML[40]
Discriminative[57]
KVRL using SDAE
KVRL using DBN
KVRL using c-DBN
KVRL using fcDBN

FS
72.5
74.5
76.4
95.5
96.2
97.4
98.1

FD
66.5
69.5
72.5
88.8
89.6
93.3
96.3

MS
66.2
69.5
71.9
87.1
87.9
90.5
90.5

MD
72.0
75.5
77.3
96.9
97.6
98.4
98.4

MS
77.4
78.5
83.4
93.6
94.8
96.4
97.2

MD
77.6
79.5
84.8
94.0
95.6
96.8
96.8

(d) KinFaceW-II Dataset

Algorithm
MNRML[38]
DML[40]
Discriminative[57]
KVRL using SDAE
KVRL using DBN
KVRL using c-DBN
KVRL using fcDBN

FS
76.9
78.5
83.9
94.0
94.8
96.0
96.8

FD
74.3
76.5
76.7
89.2
90.8
92.4
94.0

(e) WVU Kinship Dataset

Algorithm
KVRL using SDAE
KVRL using DBN
KVRL using c-DBN
KVRL using fcDBN

FS
80.9
85.9
87.9
90.8

FD
76.1
79.3
79.9
84.4

MS
74.2
76.0
83.6
90.6

MD
80.7
84.8
91.3
95.2

BB
81.6
85.0
86.9
90.9

BS
76.5
79.9
82.6
87.5

SS
80.3
85.7
91.8
95.7
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Figure 4.8: Variations in the performance of KVRL-fcDBN with respect to number
of filters and type of facial regions on the WVU kinship database.
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the images of kin of the same gender perform better than images belonging to a different gender. Specifically, Father-Son and Mother-Daughter kinship relations have
a higher accuracy than Father-Daughter and Mother-Son. This relationship is also
observed for the brothers and sisters as compared to Brother-Sister pair in the WVU
Kinship database.
The performance of the KVRL-fcDBN approach is also computed with respect
to the number of filters as shown in Figure 4.8(a). It is observed that the accuracy
increases as the number of filters increases but no noticeable improvement is observed
after six filters. From the human study, as mentioned previously, it is observed that
the full face, T and Not-T regions are more discriminatory and thus are utilized in the
KVRL-fcDBN framework. For validation, experiments are performed by providing
different regions as input to the KVRL framework and the results are shown in Figure
4.8 (b). It is observed experimentally that the combination of face, T and Not-T
regions perform the best in the proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework. This approach
is also computationally less intensive than using all the regions in the framework.
We also compare the performance of neural network classifier with SVM classifier
for kinship verification. Using SVM with RBF kernel, across all the databases yields
slightly lower performance compared to the neural network and the difference is 0.20.5%. Computationally, on a six-core Xeon Processor with 64GB RAM, the proposed
framework requires 1 second for feature extraction and kinship verification.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we develop an automatic deep learning framework for kinship verification using images. Kinship verification research using facial images has real-world
applications such as locating missing relatives and validating kinship claims during
the asylum-seeking process. Different approaches have been proposed for this task
such as metric learning, feature-based solutions, and deep learning algorithms. Due
to the limited number of labeled samples in this task, we develop an unsupervised
Kinship Verification via Representation Learning (KVRL) to extract a compact representation of a face. This representation utilizes the important regions identified by
the human study in Chapter 2 for kinship verification.
KVRL is a two-stage hierarchical representation learning framework that utilizes
the trained deep learning representations of faces to calculate a kinship similarity score.
We propose a filtered contractive deep belief network as a module for learning features
that are robust to minute neighborhood changes of the input. Additionally, we also
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examine the efficacy of two deep learning algorithms: deep belief networks and stacked
denoising autoencoders in Kinship Verification via Representation Learning (KVRL)
framework [3]. We demonstrate that these kinship verification approaches outperform
recently reported results on five different kinship datasets publicly available.

Chapter

Video-Based Kinship Verification
5.1

Introduction

It is interesting to observe that the majority of the research on kinship classification
has focused on small-scale image databases. However, their applicability also lies
in large-scale real-world unconstrained scenarios. It is our assertion that existing
algorithms may not be able to scale well to unconstrained scenarios due to challenges
such as variations in pose, illumination, and expression. As these covariates are
inherently present in videos, they are a natural extension of the image-based kinship
verification problem. Videos provide larger sources of information and the spatiotemporal information across different frames can be utilized for learning more complex
representations as compared to still images.
In 2013, Dibeklioglu et al. [63] introduced the problem of kinship verification
in videos. They computed spatio-temporal facial dynamics features of high-quality
videos to model kinship characteristics between two individuals. They used UvANEMO Smile database for experimental purposes where smile based dynamic spatiotemporal features and complete local binary patterns on three orthogonal planes
features [108] were extracted and used for kinship verification. This database was
initially developed for expression variations and was captured in controlled settings.
Recently, Dibeklioglu [64] introduced visual transformation between the facial appearance of kin for the task of video-based kinship verification.
In this research, we utilize a deep learning framework to learn the spatio-temporal
kinship information in videos. We also introduce a new unconstrained video-based
kinship face database. The key contributions of this research are:
1. A novel Supervised Mixed Norm autoencoder (SMNAE) using ℓ2,p norm and
54
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class-based reconstruction penalty is proposed to learn kinship-specific representation. This new autoencoder formulation introduces class-specific sparsity
in the weight matrix through pairwise constraints.
2. A deep learning framework utilizing SMNAEs is proposed for kinship verification in unconstrained videos. The proposed multi-stage framework utilizes the
spatio-temporal information present in the video frames to verify kinship.
3. A new kinship video (KIVI) face database of 503 individuals with wild variations due to pose, illumination, occlusion, ethnicity, and expression is introduced. The database consists of 252,804 still frames corresponding to seven
kin-relations.

5.2

Kinship Verification using SMNAE

In this section, we elaborate on the proposed deep learning framework for kinship
verification using unconstrained videos. This framework utilizes a novel formulation
of autoencoder using l2,p norm and class-based reconstruction error to promote classbased sparsity in the learned weight matrix. The details of the proposed SMNAE
and kinship verification framework are described in the following subsections.

5.2.1

Supervised Mixed Norm Autoencoder (SMNAE)

An autoencoder consists of an encoder that maps the input data (X) to the latent
space and a decoder that maps the learned representation to its reconstruction by
minimizing the following loss function:
arg min ∥ X − W′ ϕ(WX) ∥2F +λR
W,W′

(5.1)

where, W is the weight matrix to be learned, ϕ is the activation function, λ is the
regularization constant of the regularizer R, and ∥ · ∥2F denotes the Frobenius norm.
Introducing sparsity constraint on the autoencoders forces autoencoders to learn underlying patterns by utilizing only a few hidden nodes. A variety of regularization
schemes such as ℓ1 -norm or ℓ2 - norm can be employed on the weights of the autoencoder to promote sparsity. Sparse autoencoders [100] have been proposed which
utilize Kullback-Leibler divergence to ensure that the average activation of the nodes
stays below the pre-defined sparsity parameter.

Input pair of videos
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 and 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗

Input Video 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗

Input Video 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

• Division of video into vidlets
• Vidlet creation with two neighbors
before and after the pivot frame
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three-stage
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Figure 5.1: Proposed kinship verification framework where two input videos are divided into non-overlapping group of frames (vidlets). For every vidlet, features are
learned using the proposed SMNAEs and the final video classification is performed
by fusion of all the vidlet pair scores.
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Recently, new formulations of supervised autoencoders have been introduced that
learn representative features for each class separately. They utilize the class labels
to enforce class-wise constraints on the weights of the autoencoders, thus, enforcing
discrimination. For learning similarity between faces, Gao et al. [109] introduced
supervised autoencoders using label information. Similarly, Majumdar et al. [110]
proposed class-wise sparsity by applying ℓ2,1 norm on the weight matrix of the autoencoders. However, it has been established that utilizing ℓp norm with 0 < p < 1
can find sparser solutions as compared to using l1 norm [111, 112]. Therefore, ℓ2,p
norm with 0 < p < 1 may enforce better sparsity on the weights than ℓ2,1 norm. Yan
et al. [113] demonstrated the effectiveness of ℓ2,p norm for learning local structures
of the data distribution for clustering. In this research, we utilize ℓ2,p mixed norm for
introducing class-wise sparsity on the weights. The intuition behind this approach is
to learn sparse representative features for each class separately.
The loss function JL2P for this autoencoder (referred to as L2,p autoencoder) is
defined as:
JL2P = arg min ∥ X − ϕ(W′ ϕ(WX)) ∥2F
W,W′

+λ

C
∑

(5.2)
∥ WXc ∥2,p

c=1

where, 0 < p < 1, Xc denotes the input data belonging to class c, and C is the
number of classes of the input data. For a vector W, ℓ2,p norm is computed by taking
ℓp norm across the samples in rows of W, wi .
∥ W ∥2,p =

( d
∑

)1/p

∥ wi ∥p

(5.3)

i=1

Additionally, we introduce a class-based reconstruction penalty on the autoencoder
to encode discriminatory information between classes. The motivation of using this
pairwise constraint is to add more discriminating power to the autoencoder. Therefore, we combine L2,p norm and pairwise class-based sparsity penalty to propose a
new Supervised Mixed Norm autoencoder (SMNAE).
Given an input X, containing N pairs of samples for a binary classification problem, the loss function for the proposed SMNAE, JSM N AE is described below:
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JSM N AE = arg min ∥ X − ϕ(W′ H) ∥2F +
W,W′

λ

C
∑

(5.4)
∥ WXc ∥2,p + β(Tr(H HL))
T

c=1

where, λ and β are the regularization constants of respective cost functions, Tr denotes
the trace of the matrix, Laplacian matrix L is constructed as L = D − M, D is the
∑
diagonal matrix formed as D = diag(d1 , d2 , . . . , dN ), di = C
j=1 Mi,j , H = ϕ(WX),
and M is a matrix such that



+1,




Mi,j = −1,



 0,

if xi and xj belong to same class
if xi and xj belong to different classes
otherwise

The loss function in Eq. 5.4 can be rewritten as:
(5.5)

JSM N AE = J1 + λJ2 + βJ3

where, J1 is the first part denoting the traditional autoencoder loss function, J2 is the
middle term belonging to the ℓ2,p norm, and J3 is the last term denoting the pairwise
class-based discrimination term. Here, J1 and J3 are convex and smooth, whereas J2
is non-convex. This equation can be converted to:
arg min JSM N AE (W) = f (W; X) + λ
W

C
∑

∥ WXc ∥2,p

(5.6)

c=1

where, f (W; X) is a convex function consisting of J1 and J3 and whose gradient is
Lipschitz continuous. The proximal gradient algorithm [114, 115] is applied to solve
the optimization problem shown in Eq. 5.6. Beginning with an initial value of W0 , W
is updated iteratively using W1 , W2 , . . . , Wt . Thus, the proximal operator equation
becomes the following and can then be solved using the Newton’s method [116]:
Wt+1 = arg min
W

C
∑
1
∥ W − A ∥2F +λ
∥ WXc ∥2,p
2η
c=1

(5.7)

where, A = Wt − η∇f (Wt ) represents the update for Wt . Considering linearity,
∇f (Wt ) can be represented as
∇f (Wt ) =

∂J1
∂J3
+
∂Wt ∂Wt
′

= −2X[X − W WX] + 2XβWXLi

(5.8)
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Figure 5.2: Proposed three-stage kinship verification in unconstrained videos framework by utilizing mixed norm supervised autoencoder (SMNAE). In the first stage,
a pair of videos is split into vidlets which are provided as input to stacked SMNAE.
The spatial representations learned from the first stage are concatenated in a pairwise
fashion and provided to the second stage stacked SMNAE. The third stage learns the
kinship-specific representation of the vidlets using stacked SMNAE to encode the
spatio-temporal information which is employed as the input to SVM for kin vs. nonkin video classification.
Next, we utilize this proposed formulation of SMNAE to develop a framework
for unconstrained video-based kinship verification. The ℓ2,p norm on the weights of
the autoencoders introduces sparsity for kin and non-kin class individually where the
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value of p can be tuned to obtain the optimum amount of sparsity in the features. The
pairwise constraint terms enforce better discrimination between the kin and non-kin
class representations.

5.2.2

SMNAE for Kinship Verification in Unconstrained Videos

Using SMNAE as the integral representation learning unit, we propose a framework
for verifying kinship relation in a pair of videos as shown in Figure 5.1. Each video
in the input pair of videos is decomposed into vidlets. A vidlet is defined as a nonoverlapping contiguous group of frames with z number of neighboring frames before
and after the pivot frame. The center frame of the vidlet is the pivot frame and the
variations across the small temporal neighborhood of the pivot frame are learned. In
addition, the kinship-specific spatial information in every frame is encoded. A pair of
vidlets is passed as input to the proposed SMNAE based framework. The framework
classifies the vidlet pair as kin or non-kin. This process is repeated for every vidlet
pair. Fusion of these vidlet scores is performed using sum rule fusion to produce the
final classification of the input pair of videos.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the detailed architecture of vidlet feature learning and classification in the proposed kinship verification framework. The training of the proposed
three-stage SMNAE framework is performed in a modular fashion where the first
stage learns the spatial kinship representation of images in each frame. The second
stage training learns the pairwise spatio-temporal kinship representation of frames in
a vidlet, while the third stage training learns the cumulative vidlet kinship representation, aggregating both the spatial and temporal features. Let V idi and V idj be the
videos of subjects i and j respectively. The individual frames of the videos of subject
i are denoted as V idi = [F ri1 , . . . , F rin ]. The input to the proposed framework is a
pair of vidlets from both the videos. The three stages of the proposed framework are
discussed in detail below.
First Stage - Learning Spatial Kinship Representations
In the first stage of the proposed framework, compact kinship-specific representations
are learned from frame-level spatial information. The input pair of videos is treated as
(piv−z)
(piv+z)
a stream of vidlets. Each vidlet comprises frames [F ri
, . . . , F ripiv , . . . , F ri
]
(piv−z)
(piv+z)
piv
piv
and [F rj
, . . . , F rj , . . . , F rj
], where F ri is the pivot frame. The corresponding frames of the pair of vidlets are concatenated and presented as input to
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stacked SMNAE to learn the spatial representation of kinship in the images. In this
first stage,
• Input: X = [F rik , F rjk ] ∀ k in {1, . . . , (2 ∗ z + 1)}, and the regularization parameters λ and β.
• Output: Learned weight matrix W and H = ϕ( WX )
• Loss function (JF ):
JF = arg min ∥ X − ϕ(W′ H) ∥2F +
W,W′

λ

C
∑

(5.9)
∥ WXc ∥2,p + β(Tr(H HL))
T

c=1

For all three stages, D = diag(d1 , d2 , . . . , dN ), di =
M is created such that



+1,




Mi,j =

−1,




 0,

∑N
j=1

Mi,j , L = D − M, and

if Vidi and Vidj belong to kin
if Vidi and Vidj belong to non-kin
otherwise

Second Stage - Learning Pairwise Spatio-temporal Kinship Representations in
Temporal Neighborhood
To account for spatial changes across a small temporal neighborhood, a second stacked
SMNAE is trained, greedily layer by layer. The second stage SMNAE is trained
to learn and encode variations between a pivot frame and its neighboring frames.
These encodings facilitate learning a robust representation between kin pairs across
variations due to occlusion, illumination, pose, and expression changes.
The output of first stage is the learned representation of the pair of (2 ∗ z + 1)
frames of the vidlet and is denoted by H k , ∀ k in {1, . . . , (2∗z +1)}. In this stage, the
pivot index (piv) is chosen and 2 ∗ z pairwise combinations (X ) are formed between
the representations of the pivot and neighboring input frames learned from the first
stage. In the second stage of the proposed kinship verification framework:
• Input: X o = [H piv H o ] such that o ∈ {(piv − z), (piv + z)} ∧ o ̸= piv where
H k = ϕ(WXk ) ∀ k in {1, . . . , (2 ∗ z + 1)} and the regularization parameters α
and γ.
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• Output: Learned weight matrix W and H = ϕ(WX )
• Loss function (JS ):
JS = arg min ∥ X − ϕ(W ′ H) ∥2F +
W,W ′

α

C
∑

(5.10)

∥ WXc ∥2,p + γ(Tr(HT HL))

c=1

Third Stage - Learning Kinship-Specific Vidlet Representations
After learning the pairwise spatio-temporal representation of the frames in a vidlet in
the second stage, the third stage of the proposed SMNAE based framework encodes
the cumulative vidlet kinship representation. It aggregates the spatial and temporal
representations to form the final compact representation for the vidlet. This learned
representation for a subject is hierarchical in nature, including representation of a
single frame, pair of frames, and group of frames.
For the final stage of the proposed kinship verification in unconstrained videos
framework using SMNAE autoencoders:
• Input: V = [H1 , . . . , H(2∗z) ] and the regularization parameters ζ and κ.
• Output: Learned weight matrix G and Λ = ϕ(GV)
• Loss function (JT ):
JT = arg min ∥ V − ϕ(G ′ Λ) ∥2F +
G,G ′

ζ

C
∑

(5.11)

∥ GVc ∥2,p + κ(Tr(Λ ΛL))
T

c=1

For a pair of test videos, similar steps are followed where the given pair of videos
is first converted into vidlets. If two videos have different lengths, the frames of the
shorter video are iteratively cycled to match the number of frames of the longer video.
The vidlets are passed through the three stages of stacked SMNAEs of the proposed
video-based kinship verification deep learning framework. The representation of all
the vidlets is learned and provided to the SVM for classification.
Classification
The final spatio-temporal representation of streams of vidlets is obtained using the
third stage learned weight matrix, G. This learned representation Λ for each vidlet is
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provided to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [117] with radial basis function kernel
for computing the decision boundary between the kin and non-kin class. The final
classification score for the input pair of videos is a sum of the probability scores of
each vidlet obtained as output from the SVM.

5.2.3

Implementation Details

Every video is pre-processed and contiguous frames are extracted. Face detection
and alignment is performed on each frame of the video. This is followed by vidlet
creation. For experimental purposes, three different values of z (pivot’s neighboring
frames) are analyzed with z = 1, z = 2, and z = 3.
In the first stage of the proposed kinship verification framework, three Supervised
Mixed Norm autoencoders (SMNAEs) are stacked together, each containing 8192,
4096, and 2048 hidden nodes in their layers respectively. The spatial representation
learned from the first stage of the proposed framework is used to extract the pairwise
frame representation. This is used as input to the second stage of the proposed
framework.
In the second stage of Figure 5.2, the third frame pair in the vidlet represents the
pivot with z = 2. The spatial kinship representations learned from the first stage are
concatenated in a pairwise fashion and sent to the second stage stacked SMNAEs. The
second stage stacked SMNAE consists of two autoencoders, each containing 2304 and
1024 hidden nodes. Finally, all the pairwise spatio-temporal representations learned
from the second stage of the proposed kinship verification framework are concatenated
to form the input to the stacked autoencoder in the third stage.
The final stage learns the kinship-specific representation of the vidlets which aggregates the spatial and temporal information. The stacked SMNAE autoencoder
used in this stage consists of two autoencoders, each containing 3072 and 2048 hidden nodes. A vector of size 2048 is extracted for each vidlet and is used as input to
the SVM classifier. The score for the complete video is calculated as the sum of the
probability scores of all the vidlets from the binary SVM classifier.

5.3

Kinship Video (KIVI) Database

Currently, only one kinship video database (UvA-NEMO Smile [63]) exists in the
literature. This database was initially created for capturing smile and expression
variations. However, it was captured in controlled settings with limited real-world
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Mother Daughter
(49)
Sister Sister
(67)
Brother Brother
(48)
Father Son
(65)
Brother Sister
(54)
Father Daughter
(51)
Mother Son
(21)
Figure 5.3: Sample kin-pair subjects from Kinship Video (KIVI) face database comprising of seven kin-relations. The number of respective kin pairs present in each
kin-relations category in KIVI database is also indicated.
variations and is not suitable for kinship verification in uncontrolled videos. Therefore, to include realistic variations observed in the wild we collected the largest unconstrained kinship video (KIVI) face database.
The KIVI database consists of video sequences of 503 individuals forming a total
of 355 positive kin pairs from 211 families. For creating the proposed KIVI database,
popular celebrity families are selected and the ground truth is annotated manually by
validating the kinship information from the Internet. For each subject in the database,
there is one corresponding video. The average video duration is 18.78 seconds with
the average frame rate of 26.79 frames per second (fps) and the total number of still
frames in the database is over 250,000. The database includes seven kin-relations
which are illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of the unconstrained KIVI database.
No. of Individuals
No. of Kin Relations
No. of Families
Ethnicity of Families
Average Video Duration
No. of Still Frames
Average Frame Rate
No. of Video Kin Pairs
No. of Image Kin Pairs

503
7 (Brother-Brother, Sister-Sister,
Brother-Sister, Father-Son,
Father-Daughter, Mother-Son, and
Mother-Daughter)
211
African-American (9), Asian (74), and
Caucasian (128)
18.78 seconds
252,804
26.79 fps
355 Positive and 355 Negative
212,018 Positive and 212,018 Negative

The database contains videos with variations in illumination, pose, occlusion, ethnicity, and expression collected from the Internet. It has multi-ethnic kin pairs of
Asian (74), Caucasian (128), and African-American (9) ethnicity. The characteristics
of the KIVI database are summarized in Table 5.1. The KIVI database will be publicly available to the research community at http://iab-rubric.org/resources/
KIVI.html. For performance evaluation, unseen training and testing partitions of
KIVI database are created with non-overlapping subjects. 214 kin subject pairs are
chosen at random as the test partition while the remaining kin pairs form the train
partition. An equal number of non-kin pairs are added in both the partitions.

5.4

Experimental Evaluation

Experimental evaluation of the proposed kinship verification framework in unconstrained videos is performed using the training and testing partitions of the KIVI
database. For comparison, Deep+Shallow algorithm proposed by Boutellaa et al.
[118] for kinship verification in videos is utilized. They proposed a fusion of VGGFace and textural features (LBPTOP [119], LPQTOP, and BSIFTOP) and applied
SVM for final classification. Additionally, comparative analysis is performed using
existing image-based kinship verification algorithms. It is to be noted that these algorithms are developed to operate on still face images and not videos. Therefore, these
existing algorithms are applied to each frame followed by score-level fusion of the
frame-wise scores to produce the final classification of the video pair. The equal error
rate (EER) is calculated for each experiment and the kinship verification accuracy is
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reported for all experiments as (100 − EER)%. The following image-based kinship
verification algorithms are used for comparison purposes and the source codes have
been obtained from the authors directly except [45].
• Neighborhood repulsed metric learning (NRML) [38]: A metric learning approach is employed where distance between kin pairs is minimized and non-kin
pairs is maximized.
• Chromaticity-based approach [47]: The chrominance distance between a pair of
kin images is used for classification.
• Color space approach [45]: Color information in the images is incorporated
as feature and BSIF descriptor is computed in HSV color space for kinship
verification.
• VGG-Face [120]: The face descriptors from the second last layer of VGG-16
convolutional neural network are extracted for kinship verification followed by
cosine distance calculation.
• Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE): Traditional stacked denoising autoencoders are used to encode the kinship features in image. It is combined with
Neural Network (NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to learn the final
classification of the input pair of images.
• Kinship verification via representation learning - filtered contractive deep belief
networks (KVRL-fcDBN) [3]: A two-stage deep belief network framework is
used for kinship verification. It yields the state-of-the-art performance on five
kinship image datasets.

5.4.1

Video-based Kinship Verification Results

Experimental Protocol
The objective of the video-based protocol is to compute the kinship verification performance of the proposed framework on a pair of input videos of the KIVI database.
The experiments are performed with 40%-60% randomly created train-test partitions.
There is no overlap between subjects or families in the training and testing folds. The
test set consists of 214 positive kin pair videos while the train set contains 141 kin
pair videos with an equal number of non-kin pair videos in each set. The entire video
is processed and classified as kin or non-kin. The performance of existing image-based
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Proposed

Existing

Table 5.2: Video-based kinship verification accuracy (%) of existing image-based and
proposed kinship verification algorithms on KIVI face database.
Kinship Verification Algorithm
Chromaticity based approach [47]
Color space approach [45]
Deep+Shallow [118]
NRML [38]
SDAE Autoencoder with NN
SDAE Autoencoder with SVM
VGG-Face [120]
KVRL-fcDBN [3]
L2,p Autoencoder with NN
L2,p Autoencoder with SVM
SMNAE based framework with NN
SMNAE based framework with SVM

Accuracy (%)
43.98
52.58
54.46
55.61
64.48
66.88
70.09
79.91
78.51
79.21
81.78
83.18

techniques and the proposed video-based kinship framework using Supervised Mixed
Norm autoencoders (SMNAEs) are evaluated on the test set of the KIVI database.
As stated earlier, the existing image-based kinship verification algorithms are applied
to each frame which is followed by score-level fusion of the frame scores to generate
the final kin classification for the video.
Experimental Results
The results for video-based kinship verification using the proposed framework and existing image-based kinship verification algorithms are shown in Table 5.2 and Figure
5.4. The proposed framework with SMNAE and SVM yields the highest kinship verification accuracy of 83.18%. Sample video pairs which are correctly and incorrectly
predicted by the proposed SMNAE framework are shown in Fig 5.5. The detailed
analysis of the results is described below.
Comparison with existing approaches: From Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4, it is
observed that the proposed multi-stage kinship verification in videos framework consisting of SMNAE with SVM as the classifier outperforms existing approaches with
83.18% video-based kinship verification accuracy. It surpasses the accuracy of existing
video-based kinship verification algorithm [118] by over 30%.
It is to be noted that the proposed kinship verification framework with SMNAE
achieves 3.27% higher accuracy as compared to the current state-of-the-art algorithm
for image-based kinship verification algorithm KVRL-fcDBN [3] algorithm. This
indicates that simple aggregation of frame-wise scores may not encode the spatio-
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Figure 5.4: Video-based kinship verification performance of (a) existing image-based
algorithms using frame level aggregation and (b) proposed framework using 3-Stage
existing SDAE, 3-Stage ℓ2,p AE with mixed norm regularization, and the proposed
3-Stage SMNAEs on the KIVI database.
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Actual
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Predicted Label
Kin

Non-Kin

Kin

NonKin

Figure 5.5: Sample video pairs from kin and non-kin classes which are correctly and
incorrectly classified by the proposed SMNAE framework.
temporal information present in videos. Hence, this highlights the need for developing
video-specific kinship verification algorithms.
Effect of autoencoders in the proposed kinship verification framework: To
examine the efficacy of different autoencoders as the representation learning unit in
the video based kinship verification framework, the same experiments are performed
using traditional stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAE) and L2,p autoencoders in the
proposed framework. As observed in Table 5.2, L2,p autoencoder with SVM yields
12.33% higher classification accuracy as compared to traditional stacked denoising
autoencoders. However, it is to be noted that SMNAE demonstrates around 4%
higher performance than L2,p autoencoder for video-based kinship verification. The
increase in performance of SMNAE as compared to L2,p autoencoder illustrates the
efficacy of the pairwise class-based reconstructive penalty term in the loss function of
SMNAE for verifying kin pair videos.
Effect of number of neighboring frames (z): The number of neighboring frames
(z) to be considered with respect to a pivot frame in a vidlet is a crucial parameter.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the number of neighboring frames selected in the temporal
neighborhood affects the content in different frames thereby influencing the learned
spatio-temporal representation. Therefore, we next analyze the effect of z in the
proposed SMNAE based kinship verification framework.
The results are computed with z = 1 to z = 3. It is to be noted that z = 0 denotes
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z=1

Pivot

z=2

Figure 5.6: Variations across the pivot frame with respect to number of neighbors
(z).
that there are no neighbors for the pivot frame and hence, is same as the traditional
image-based kinship verification experiment. The proposed framework yields 83.18%
kinship verification accuracy with z = 2 as compared to 82.24% with z = 1 and
80.14% with z = 3. As shown in Figure 5.6, it can be inferred that when the temporal
neighborhood is very small, consisting of just one neighboring frame on both sides
of the pivot frame (z = 1), the encoded spatio-temporal yields lower performance as
compared to z = 2. With z = 3, the total number of contiguous frames including the
pivot frame is 7. As the number of frame increases, the temporal representation is not
accurately captured because the frames are not in close proximity of the pivot frame
and this decreases the kinship classification performance. Therefore, this experiment
illustrates that the best value for z is 2 for the KIVI database.
Effect of sparsity norm (p): For determining suitable value of p in ℓ2,p norm term
in Eqs. 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, comparative analysis is performed with different values
of p (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1). It is observed that the best performance of 83.18% is
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achieved when p = 0.8 as compared to 77.10% (p = 0.2), 78.50% (p = 0.4), 78.97%
(p = 0.6), and 81.13% (p = 1). It is noted that smaller values of p produce lower
kinship verification accuracy. This may suggest that with smaller values of p, the
learned network becomes too sparse and hence, encoding inadequate information for
the classifier. However, it is to be noted that different values of p can produce different
performance on other databases.
Role of classifier for final kin vs non-kin decision: The effect of classifier after the third stage of the proposed kinship verification framework is analyzed. The
proposed SMNAE based framework with a neural network (NN) classifier yields 1.4%
lower accuracy as compared to the performance of SVM with the proposed framework. This result illustrates the effectiveness of SVM in learning the kin vs non-kin
classification boundary as compared to the neural network.
Effect of kin-relation: Experimental evaluation is performed on all seven types of
kin-relation in the input kin pair video. The classification accuracy of the proposed
kinship verification framework for different kin-relations is shown in Table 5.3. It
is observed that the mother-son pair is the most difficult to detect while motherdaughter video pairs are verified with the highest accuracy of 92.31%. It has been
ascertained that humans are able to verify kin pairs easily if there is at least one
female subject in the pair [18]. One reason postulated for this phenomenon is a
higher degree of variation in facial images of males. A similar trend is noticed here as
brother-brother and father-son kin pair videos have lower kinship verification accuracy
as compared to other relationships due to the absence of a female subject. However,
mother-son relationship kin pairs contradict this pattern and one reason for that can
be the fewer number of samples of this relation as compared to other relationships in
the KIVI database.
Role of fusion of vidlets: An input video pair of two subjects produces many vidlets.
Therefore, in the proposed kinship verification framework, the final classification score
for the input pair of videos is a sum of the probability scores of each vidlet obtained
as output from the SVM. For comparative analysis, the performance of the proposed
framework is computed by applying the max rule on the probability scores. In the
max rule, the vidlet pair with the highest probability score is chosen for providing the
final classification. Video-based kinship verification accuracy of 80.37% is obtained
with the max rule as compared to 83.18% by using the sum rule. In sum rule fusion,
all the vidlet pairs contribute equally and are combined to produce the final decision.
The performance is higher as compared to max rule fusion where only one pair is
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selected to produce the decision. This demonstrates that it is beneficial to integrate
decisions from all the vidlet pairs to produce the final classification of kin or non-kin.
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Figure 5.7: Image-based kinship verification performance of (a) existing image-based
algorithms (b) first stage of SDAE, L2,p AE, and proposed SMNAE on still frames of
KIVI database.
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Table 5.3: Video-based kinship verification performance on the seven kin-relations in
the KIVI database using the proposed SMNAE based framework.
Kin
Relationship
Mother-Daughter
Sister-Sister
Brother-Sister
Father-Daughter
Brother-Brother
Father-Son
Mother-Son

5.4.2

Accuracy (%)
92.31
83.64
82.86
81.82
81.25
80.00
77.78

Image-based Kinship Verification Results

The proposed SMNAE based framework achieves state-of-the-art kinship verification
accuracy in videos. However, in certain scenarios images may be the only source of
information due to the unavailability of videos. In such scenarios, kinship can only
be determined using image pair of the subjects. The performance of the proposed
kinship verification framework on images is reported below.
Experimental Protocol
This protocol is created to evaluate the performance of the proposed kinship verification framework at frame-level (image-level) without taking into account the temporal
information present in videos. Existing image-based kinship verification algorithms
are applied to each frame. Corresponding frames of the input pair of video are extracted and kinship verification is performed on a per-frame basis. On average, the
test set consists of 125,708 pairs of positive kin frames while the train partition contains 86,310 pairs of positive kin pair frames. An equal number of non-kin frame
pairs are added in both test and training partitions.
Experimental Results
The kinship verification performance is evaluated on per-frame basis and the results
are reported in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.7a and 5.7b.
Comparison with existing approaches: The performance of the proposed videobased kinship verification framework is evaluated on images using the first stage of the
kinship verification framework as this stage of the framework is intended to encode the
spatial features irrespective of the temporal information. It is observed that the first
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Proposed

Existing

Table 5.4: Image-based kinship verification accuracy of existing image-based and
proposed kinship verification algorithms on still frames of the KIVI face database.
Kinship Verification Algorithm
Color space approach [45]
Chromaticity based approach [47]
NRML [38]
SDAE Autoencoder with NN
SDAE Autoencoder with SVM
VGG-Face [120]
KVRL-fcDBN [3]
First stage L2,p Autoencoder with NN
First stage L2,p Autoencoder with SVM
First stage SMNAE with NN
First stage SMNAE with SVM

Accuracy (%)
51.18
54.00
54.47
58.77
61.33
69.32
77.97
76.20
76.48
77.41
79.09

Table 5.5: Kinship verification accuracy (%) of existing and proposed kinship verification algorithms on existing kinship datasets. - denotes that the results are not
reported in the original paper.

Cornell

UBKin

KFWI

KFWII

WVU Kin

71.90
-

67.30
-

69.90
70.10
83.50
80.50

76.50
77.00
84.30
82.30

-

Video
UvANemo
93.65

89.50

91.80

96.10

96.20

90.80

-

94.40

95.30

96.90

97.10

93.40

96.07

Image
Method
NRML
PDFL
DDMML
VTCL
KVRL
fcDBN
Proposed

stage of stacked SMNAE with SVM classifier yields the highest classification accuracy
of 79.09% on the KIVI database. Furthermore, it is observed that the state-of-theart algorithm for image-based kinship verification, KVRL-fcDBN [3] yields kinship
verification accuracy of 77.97%. In [3], the authors have reported that KVRL-fcDBN
achieves more than 90% classification accuracy on five publicly available kinship image
databases. This decrease in the performance of KVRL-fcDBN [3] on KIVI database
demonstrates the challenging nature of the database due to real-world variations in
pose, illumination, occlusion, ethnicity, and expressions.
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Performance on Existing Databases

To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed SMNAE framework on existing publicly
available kinship databases, five image-based and one video-based kinship databases
are selected. The experimental evaluation on these databases is performed using the
pre-defined protocols described in the respective papers. Comparative analysis on
these databases is performed using existing kinship verification algorithms and the
results are summarized in Table 5.5.
The first stage of the proposed SMNAE based framework, signifying the scenario
when z = 0, is fine-tuned and evaluated on the following five publicly available imagebased kinship databases: (i) Cornell [1], (ii) UB KinFace [32], (iii) KinFaceW (KFW)I [38], (iv) KFW-II [38], and (v) WVU Kin [3]. The performance of the proposed
SMNAE is compared with the following existing kinship verification algorithms: (i)
NRML [38], (ii) PDFL [42], (iii) DDMML [61], (iv) VTCL [64], and (v) KVRL-fcDBN
[3]. The analysis of the results reported in Table 5.5 illustrates that the proposed
SMNAE outperforms other existing algorithms on all five databases by 0.8% to 4.9%
on the task of kinship verification.
The performance of the proposed three-stage SMNAE based framework is also evaluated on the kinship partition of UvA-Nemo Smile dataset [63]. This video dataset
consists of 95 subjects having a kin relationship. Following the protocol described by
Dibeklioglu et al. [63], the proposed SMNAE framework achieves 96.07% kinship verification accuracy. The three-stage SMNAE framework which encodes spatio-temporal
kinship-specific representation outperforms the visual transformation aided technique
[64] by 2.42%.

5.5

Conclusion

In this research, a deep learning based framework is proposed to detect for kinship in
unconstrained videos. A novel supervised autoencoder (SMNAE) is proposed to learn
kin-face representations with mixed norm regularization. This innovative autoencoder
formulation introduces class-specific sparsity in the weight matrix for class-based discrimination. The proposed three-stage SMNAE encodes the spatio-temporal kinship
cues present in video frames for video-based kinship verification. The comparative
analysis of the proposed spatio-temporal kinship verification framework using SMNAEs with existing state-of-the-art kinship verification algorithms demonstrates the
efficacy of the proposed three-stage framework. The framework outperforms existing
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algorithms on publicly available video-based and five image-based kinship databases.
Also, a new kinship video database termed as KIVI database is introduced which
contains video sequences of 211 families, 355 true kin pairs, and seven kin-relations
with more than 250,000 still frame images.

Chapter

Relationship between Kinship
Verification and Face Verification
6.1

Introduction

Both kinship verification and face verification represent a binary classification problem where the input images are a pair of face images. However, kinship verification
can be considered as a superset of face verification and a harder problem than face
verification. This can be observed from the scenario of intra-class variation in the
positive class. In face verification, the samples belonging to positive class belong to
the same individual. However, in the problem of kinship verification, the samples
belonging to the positive class are from different individuals (kin class). Thus, there
is an inherent challenge in bringing the kin samples closer in the learned classifier
boundary. Kinship verification can be delineated as two distinct but related problems: (a) kinship verification between different individuals and (b) self-kinship which
characterizes age-invariant face verification associated with the same individual. In
Chapters 3 and 4, we developed an algorithm to deal with the first situation where the
input images belonged to different individuals. In this chapter, we will first consider
the second situation, the problem of self-kinship. We will also look at how kinship
verification can be used as a soft biometric in the problem of face verification.
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21 year
age gap

Figure 6.1: An example of age-progressed pair of images of an individual. This is also
an example of self-kinship as these age-separated face images can be verified using
kinship verification algorithms.

6.2

Self-Kinship Problem (Age-Invariant Face
Verification)

From an anthropological point of view, kinship information is based on the degree
of genetic similarity between two individuals. Thus, it is logical to expect that an
ideal kinship verification algorithm will give perfect kinship verification accuracy if
the input pair of face images belong to the same individual. These pair of images
belonging to the same individual can also be separated by age gap. Therefore, the
classical age-invariant face verification research problem [121, 122] can be considered
under the umbrella of kinship verification. This scenario is identified as the problem
of self-kinship where the objective is to identify the age-progressed images of the
same individual as kin. Figure 6.1 illustrates the problem of self-kinship where the
age-progressed face images of an individual can be verified using kinship verification
algorithms.

6.2.1

Self-Kinship Experimental Results

To validate the efficacy of KVRL framework in this situation, the experiment is
performed on two databases: FG-NET database [123] and UB KinFace dataset[32]
using the KVRL-SDAE and KVRL-DBN algorithms. The FG-NET database consists
of 1,002 images from 82 subjects with an average of 12 images per subject. The
database consists of 5,808 positive intra-class samples and 12,000 negative inter-class
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Figure 6.2: ROC curves demonstrating the performance of Self-Kinship (age-invariant
face verification) using the KVRL algorithm.
samples. Three-fold cross-validation is performed similar to Lu et al. [38] where each
subject appears in the training or testing set exclusively. UB database also consists
of images of parents when they were young and when they were old. The database
consists of 200 images of individuals in each of the above-mentioned scenarios. A
three-fold cross-validation is conducted with each pair present either in the training
or testing dataset.
Figure 6.2 shows the results obtained from the self-kinship experiment. An equal
error rate (EER) of 14.14% is observed on the UB dataset, while an EER of 16.45%
is observed on the FG-Net Database using SDAE in the KVRL framework. A further
reduction in EER of 10.95% on the UB dataset and 15.09% on the FG-Net Database
is observed when using the DBN model in the KVRL framework. This result is
considerably better than the 22.5% observed by the current state-of-the-art algorithm
for kinship verification: multi-view neighborhood repulsed metric learning (MNRML)
[38]. These algorithms outperform the previous best algorithm in the age-invariant
face verification (self-kinship) experiment for the FG-Net Database [123] and perform
equally good on the UB KinFace database [32].
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Is he Emma
Watson’s
brother ?

Is she Nicole
Kidman’s
sister ?

Figure 6.3: Humans utilize kinship as a context to identify siblings of famous personalities.

6.3

Boosting Face Verification using Kinship

Soft biometrics modalities lack the individualization characteristics on their own but
can be integrated within a verification system that uses the primary biometric trait
such as face to boost the accuracy [124]. Soft biometric traits can often be based on
association wherein the context of association can be used to increase the recognition
performance in challenging image scenarios [125]. In this chapter, we propose kinship
as a context that can be used as a soft biometric modality to improve the accuracy of
face verification. Kinship cues are used by humans in daily life for recognition. For
instance, we may recognize a person based on their familiarity with their kin even
though we may not have met the person earlier. Such a scenario is depicted in Figure
6.3. To incorporate this context, we propose a formulation to incorporate kinship
verification scores generated by the proposed framework to boost the performance of
any face verification algorithm.
Figure 6.4 shows how the proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework is used to improve
the performance of face verification algorithms using kin-verification scores. This
formulation is generic in nature and independent of the kinship verification and face
verification algorithms. As shown in Figure 6.5, given a probe face image, face verification score and kinship classification score are computed from the gallery data
(claimed identity and associated kin image), which are then used in the proposed formulation. We demonstrate two methods for boosting the performance using Product
of Likelihood Ratio (PLR) [126] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [127].
• PLR based Score Boosting Algorithm: Let s be the face matching score
obtained by matching a probe image and a gallery image. k1 , k2 , . . . , kn represent the kin scores obtained from the probe image and images of the gallery
subject. The product of likelihood ratio [128] can be calculated as:
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Figure 6.4: Illustrating the steps involved in the proposed context boosting algorithm
where kinship verification scores generated from the KVRL framework are used to
improve the face verification performance.
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Figure 6.5: A probe image can have a match score (s) with an image in the gallery
and a kin score (k) with the associated kin in the gallery to boost the face verification
performance.

P LR =

N
P (s | ω1 ) ∏
P (ki | ks1 )
×
P (s | ω2 ) i=1 P (ki | ks2 )

(6.1)

Here, ks1 represents the true kin class, ks2 represents the non-kin class, ω1
represents the genuine class, ω2 represents the impostor class. P (s | ω1 ) and
P (s | ω2 ) represent the class conditional probability of the input vector. All
four variables are modeled using mixture of Gaussian distributions.
• SVM based Score Boosting Algorithm: Let pi be the feature vector representing the concatenation of the face matching and kin verification scores i.e
pi = [si ki ]. A support vector machine can be trained on the combined score
vector to boost the performance of face verification.
Since we are proposing a generic approach which is independent of the features
used for face verification, we have used the commonly explored local binary patterns
(LBP) [129] and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [130] for face verification.
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Experimental Protocol

The WVU Kinship database is divided into training and testing sets. Similar to kinship verification experiments, the training partition consists of 60% of the dataset and
the testing partition consists of the remaining 40% where the subjects are mutually
independent and disjoint. In both the sets, two images of an individual are used as
the probe, while the remaining are used as the gallery. Four images of the kin of the
individual are kept in the gallery where the association between the kin in the gallery
set is known. The proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework is used to generate the kinship
scores between the probes and kin images using the fcDBN deep learning algorithm.

6.3.2

Results of Boosting Face Verification using Kinship as
Context

The results from boosting the face verification performance using both PLR and SVM
are shown in Figure 6.6. It is observed that HOG descriptor performs better than
LBP for face verification on the WVU Kinship dataset. However, for both HOG and
LBP, the face verification accuracy increases over 20% when kinship scores obtained
using the proposed KVRL-fcDBN framework is used to boost the face verification
scores. At 0.01% FAR, a performance of 59.4% is observed by using HOG descriptor.
This improves to 79.3% when kinship scores are utilized using fcDBN as context and
PLR algorithm is used. Similarly, the performance improves to 80.0% when SVM is
used along with fcDBN. The improvement is more pronounced for true positive rate
(TPR) at lower values of false positive rate (FPR). It is to be noted that the proposed
experiment can be performed with any face verification algorithm or feature descriptor
and these results suggest that incorporating kinship as soft biometric information
improves the face verification performance.

6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered the relationship between kinship verification and face
verification. The problem of kinship verification can be divided into parts, one where
the pair of images belong to two different individuals and second where the pair
of images belong to the same individual. We consider the second problem as selfkinship which is also known as age-invariant face verification. The proposed KVRL
framework outperforms state-of-the-art self-kinship algorithm on multiple databases.
We conclude by designing a system where a kinship verification system can be used to
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Figure 6.6: ROC curves summarizing the results of Kinship aided Face Verification
using PLR and SVM.
boost existing face verification systems. Our experiments demonstrate the viability
of utilizing kinship as a context to improve face recognition.

Chapter

Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Conclusion

Research in kinship verification has grown tremendously over the past five years. It
has a broad application across different fields of security, social media, border control,
and law. However, many of the initial databases proposed for this research suffer due
to the lack of variation between faces. Additionally, limited samples have controlled
the type of research that can be conducted in this field. In this dissertation, we have
made an attempt to deal with the above-mentioned challenges. The major research
contributions are listed below:
• Understanding human performance: A user study was conducted to understand how humans process kinship cues present in faces to make a decision
of whether the presented pairs belong to the same family or not. The major
results of this study were that females may be better than males in processing
kin and binocular regions may not be the best region to provide significant
kinship cues.
• KVRL Framework for Image-based kinship verification: A novel deep
learning framework was designed to verify kin present in images. To alleviate
the problem of limited samples present in existing datasets, representation of a
face, suitable for kinship verification, was learned in an unsupervised manner.
Utilizing the insights gained from the human study, a novel filter contractive
RBM was proposed to learn a compact representation of a face. This representation was later used to finally classify kin using a neural network in an unsu-
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pervised manner. The proposed framework outperforms existing algorithms on
all existing image kinship datasets.
• SMNAE Framework for Video-based kinship verification: Supervised
mixed norm autoencoders were proposed in this research for verifying kin present
across two separate video frames. Specifically, a multi-stage deep learning based
framework was proposed to utilize the spatio-temporal information present in
the videos to verify kinship. Detailed analysis showcases the efficacy of the
proposed framework in verifying kin as compared to existing image-based and
video-based kinship verification algorithms.
• Database creation: To facilitate research in this field, two databases were
created for kinship verification in images and videos in an unconstrained manner.
WVUKin database was created which consist of 113 individuals with multiple
images per person to account for variations in pose and illumination. KIVI
database was also created consisting of 503 individuals and over 250,000 still
frames. Both of these databases will be available for researchers to download
and utilize in their own research

7.2

Future Research

Some challenges and solutions are discussed below to advance the research in the field
of kinship verification:
• We assert that the researchers should now focus on extending the state-of-theart kinship verification performance for unconstrained environments with wild
variations in occlusion, illumination, pose, ethnicity, and expressions. Majority of the current research focuses on (semi-)constrained images and needs to
account for real-world variations in order to design a robust system.
• Additionally, adversarial training can be utilized to learn a discriminative kinship space for image-based kinship verification. Several papers have been proposed for paired training such as style training and cyclic unpaired translation
which can also be applied here to learn the relationship between kin faces.
• The performance of video-based kinship verification can be improved by incorporating video frame selection techniques. It can also be improved by training
recurrent neural networks to learn a representation of the individual present in
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the video across multiple frames. Further, the video database can be extended
for the deeper level of relationships, along with the lines of the FIW database.
Thus, the database can include new kin-relations spanning across multiple levels
of kinship hierarchy.
• There has been considerable interest in testing the bias of deep learning networks towards race and gender. Research can be carried out to test the deep
learning networks trained for kinship verification for robustness against different
ethnicities and kinship relations.

Chapter

Appendix
Additional experiments are performed to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed SMNAE
on two standard databases, MNIST and CIFAR-10. For object recognition, since the
input is a single image, a minor modification is required. In Eq. 5.4, the parameter,
Mij is updated to denote class information and rest of the computation remains the
same. The experiments are performed with the pre-defined experimental protocol of
the MNIST and CIFAR-10 databases, and the performance of the proposed SMNAE
is compared with the traditional KL-divergence based Autoencoder (KLD) and Group
Sparse Autoencoder (GSAE) [48]. The results for both the databases are summarized
in Table VII. On the MNIST database, SMNAE yields the lowest error of 0.98% as
compared to 1.19% by GSAE, and 1.71% by KL-divergence based autoencoder. On
CIFAR-10 image database, SMNAE achieves the highest classification accuracy of
79.50%. These experiments further show the usefulness of ℓ2,p -norm based SMNAE
approach on other object classification problems.

Table 8.1: Performance of the proposed SMNAE, KLD, and GSAE autoencoders on
MNIST and CIFAR-10 databases.
Database
MNIST
CIFAR-10

Metric
Error rate (%)
Accuracy (%)

KLD
1.71
74.30

GSAE
1.19
76.80

SMNAE
0.98
79.50
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